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In this report, we refer to the OPSEU Pension Plan Trust Fund as “OPTrust”
or “the Trust” and the OPSEU Pension Plan as “the Plan”.
With net assets of $19 billion, OPTrust invests and manages one of Canada’s
largest pension funds and administers the OPSEU Pension Plan, a defined
benefit plan with almost 90,000 members and retirees.

Changing the Conversation
At OPTrust, our mission is to pay pensions today and preserve pensions for
tomorrow. Each day we work to ensure our members receive the benefits
they have earned, with our investment and service strategies designed to
deliver on this goal.
The Plan’s funded status is our measure of success and ensures we are well
positioned to meet our pension promise of providing certainty, sustainability
and security in retirement.
With this report we are changing the conversation, one that began more
than a year ago about the importance of remaining fully funded. It has been
renamed the Funded Status Report as a direct outcome of this conversation
and details our efforts over 2016 in meeting our objective.
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My work is important, so I’m
glad I’ve been able to make a
career in the public service. Our
pension plan is one of the reasons
I stayed with the Ontario Public
Service. And the fact that OPSEU
has an equal say along with the
government in how the Plan is run
is important to me. Retirement is
still a few years away, but having
a secure pension will allow me
to travel and stay active in the
community.
Patrick Riley
OPTrust Member
Mass Spectrometry Technologist,
Ministry of the Environment and
Climate Change

This job can be tough, but it’s
good to know I’m part of a secure
pension plan. I joined the Plan
while I was still a fixed-term
employee. I didn’t think much
about it at the time, but looking
back it was the smartest thing I
could have done. I’m a long way
from retirement, but I check my
annual pension statement closely.
It feels good to see my pension
grow and to see that clock tick
down every year.
Sofia Argiropoulos
OPTrust Member
Court Enforcement Officer,
Ministry of the Attorney General

Abidh Khan
OPTrust Retiree
Centre for Addiction
and Mental Health

Liz Bradley
OPTrust Retiree
Ministry of Community
and Social Services

We do important work at CAMH,
but most of our members don’t
make a lot of money. So, it makes
a difference that we have a strong
pension plan to count on when
we retire. After four decades of
working and contributing to the
Plan, I was very happy to get my
first cheque from OPTrust.

I liked working in the Ontario Public
Service (OPS), but sometimes when
the right opportunity comes along,
you just have to take it. Paying the
full [actuarial] cost of my buyback
was more expensive than if I had
signed up when I rejoined the OPS,
but for me it was worth it. Now
I’m running dragon boat clinics in
Florida and Spain and travelling to
races around the world. My OPTrust
pension gives me the financial
security to do what I love.

Kevin Zhu
OPTrust Employee
Managing Director, Portfolio
Construction

I believe that measuring our success based on funded status is the
right model and creates the right alignment between investment
objectives and members’ interests. The industry is starting to
recognize what we are doing and I am confident OPTrust’s new
total fund management framework will become a leading global
pension model. I am proud of OPTrust’s journey and to work with
a group of dedicated and talented people.

Joyce Lim
OPTrust Employee
Legal Counsel

I love working at OPTrust and with the entire team. I have worked
with every department in one way or another – there is so much
diversity in my role as Legal Counsel. I feel part of the business
decision-making process and that I’ve directly made a contribution,
with everyone willing to go above and beyond. It really speaks to
our culture.

Christine Doutor
OPTrust Employee
Pension Services
Coordinator

No two days are ever the same. I connect with members and
pensioners over the phone, via email, in person and at their
workplaces and communities. We really cater to our members’
and pensioners’ needs. No matter how small or big an inquiry is,
we are always here to help. Hosting a pension information session
in a tool shed was definitely a first for me, but this provided us a
great opportunity to really connect with our members.
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2016 Highlights
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2016 HIGHLIGHTS

FUNDING HIGHLIGHTS 1
At December 31 ($ millions)
										
									
2016			
2015

			

					

VALUATION		

VALUATION

Net assets available for benefits
$ 19,045
$ 18,399
Actuarial smoothing adjustment		 (681)		(1,102)
Present value of future contributions		 5,395		5,062
TOTAL ASSETS

$19
 illion in
b
net assets

23,759 		 22,359

Present value of future benefits 		 (23,332)		 (21,942)
Provision for future expenses		 (294)		(289)
TOTAL LIABILITIES		(23,626)
TOTAL SURPLUS

$

133

1		 The differences between funding and financial statement valuations are described on page 24.

Board-approved projects: internalization
of the majority of public market assets
and strategies, and upgrade to pension
administration system underway

(22,231)
$

128

6%

net investment
return

Recipient of the 2016 Industry
Leadership Award from
Benefits Canada’s Workplace
Benefits Awards
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Message from the
Chair and Vice-Chair

OPTRUST

2016 WAS A YEAR of accomplishment

and success for OPTrust. First and
foremost, the Plan continues to be fully
funded, which is the truest measure of
success for a pension plan. The year
also saw OPTrust maintain a high level
of satisfaction with its services to the
Plan’s members, achieving an average
overall satisfaction score of 9.1 out of 10.
OPTrust took on a greater leadership
role in the pension industry, advocating
for solutions to enhance retirement
income security for all. And in November,
it held the OPTrust Global Pension
Leadership Summit, an immensely
successful conference which brought
together the world’s leading pension
minds, investors, policy-makers and
academics to discuss long-term
investment challenges and oppor
tunities for collaboration.
The many accomplishments of the
organization were recognized externally
as CEO Hugh O’Reilly received the
2016 Industry Leadership Award from
Benefits Canada’s Workplace Benefits
Awards in October.
At OPTrust we are proud of our
accomplishments, but recognize that

the challenges the pension industry
faces are not going away.
As such, 2016 was also a year of looking
to the future. In particular, the Board
considered and approved two major
organizational projects: the update of
OPTrust’s pension administration
system, and the internalization of the
majority of the Plan’s public market
assets and strategies.
The Board also completed a major
governance initiative in 2016, under
taking a comprehensive review of its
policies to update and modernize them.

Board changes
As part of OPTrust’s governance
structure, one Government appointee
and one OPSEU appointee fill the
positions of Chair and Vice-Chair,
with the roles alternating between
Government of Ontario and OPSEU
appointees every two years. We were
pleased and honoured to assume
the roles of Chair and Vice-Chair in
November and thank outgoing Chair
Michael Grimaldi for his leadership
and his continuing service to OPTrust
as a Trustee.
In November, the Board also named
new Chairs for its standing committees.

OPTRUST

Louise Tardif and Randy Sloat became
Chairs of the Human Resources and
Compensation, and Audit, Finance
and Risk Committees, respectively.
Tim Hannah assumed the role of
Investment Committee Chair and
Vicki Ringelberg assumed the role
of Governance and Administration
Committee Chair. We thank all past
Chairs for their stewardship of the
Board’s committees.
2016 also saw one Trustee leave
and two Trustees join the Board. In
September, Ron Langer, an OPSEU
appointee, stepped down from the
Board. Ron served as a Trustee for
seven years and his contributions to
OPTrust were wide ranging. We thank
him for his commitment and his service
on behalf of the Plan’s members.
This summer, we welcomed two
Trustees: Giulia Volpe, appointed by
OPSEU in July and Alan Hibben,
appointed by the Government of
Ontario in June. Both Giulia and
Alan bring considerable and varied
experience to the Board.
As Trustees, we are keenly aware of the
responsibility we have to our almost
90,000 members and retirees who

count on OPTrust for their financial
future. Workplace pensions matter.
Everyone at OPTrust, from Trustees to
staff, is focused on ensuring that the
Plan’s members receive the pensions
they are counting on, and that work
place pensions remain strong and
sustainable for the long term.
We wish to express our thanks to each
person who works at OPTrust and our
fellow Trustees for the dedication they
demonstrated in 2016 to those ideals.
We look forward to continuing to build
on that work in 2017.

Vicki Ringelberg
Chair

Tim Hannah
Vice-Chair
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President and CEO

OPTRUST

FULLY FUNDED. In those two
seemingly simple words rests the
fulfillment of our promise to our
members. No matter what we do, it
is our ultimate goal and the bottom
line – the only measurement that
matters. To underscore its importance,
we have renamed the document you
are reading from Annual Report to
our Funded Status Report.

Along with everyone who works at
OPTrust, I am proud to report that the
Plan continued to be fully funded in
2016, a year that presented numerous
external challenges, from market
volatility to ongoing low interest rates.
These are not short-term challenges.
We are risk allocators not asset
allocators. Creating sustainability over
the long term means embracing
innovation and always looking for ways
to improve. In 2015, we developed a
new investment strategy – memberdriven investing – which was designed
to enhance the likelihood of pension
certainty, sustainability and stability.
In 2016, we began to fully implement
this strategy and made the decision to
manage the majority of our public
market assets and strategies in-house.
This will offer a host of benefits for

OPTrust, from improved cost effective
ness to better market intelligence. Most
important, it will allow us to manage
our assets in a way that supports our
investment strategy and our goal of
keeping the Plan fully funded.

A winning culture
The culture we have developed at
OPTrust is also a significant resource we
are able to bring to bear on each project
we undertake. Collaboration and idea
sharing are essential to who we are,
along with listening to the perspectives
of others. I believe a winning culture
embraces diversity, inclusiveness and
different perspectives.
To help foster diversity at OPTrust,
we established a Diversity Committee
in 2015. In 2016, we became a sponsor
of Women in Capital Markets and a
supporter of the 30% Club Canada,
which aims to increase the gender
balance on boards. Compassion and
caring are also embedded in the DNA
of OPTrust and in 2016, we launched
OPTrust Cares, our employee-led
charitable giving program. Through this
initiative, our staff led several campaigns
for causes that matter to them. This
demonstrates their ability to make a
difference in the community.

OPTRUST

Serving our members

Strong pension citizens

We work every day to make a
difference for our members. All of our
people care deeply about the members
we serve and that care is often most
evident in those who work in Member
Services. During 2016, there were
increased volumes in retirements,
enrolments and other transactions.
Despite this, our team continued to
provide the timely, excellent service
our members have come to expect,
achieving an average overall
satisfaction score of 9.1 out of 10
from our members.

In addition to providing great service
to our members, we are taking a
leadership role in our industry and
creating conversations that are
intended to lead to better retirement
incomes for all. Workplace pensions
are an integral part of the retirement
landscape in Canada but they must be
nurtured and sustained. To do so, we
must be open to new ideas.

Serving our members requires more
than great people. It also needs great
technology. That’s why we embarked
on a multi-phase project to upgrade
our pension administration system in
2016. Spanning several years, this
project will provide the flexibility to
meet future needs of members. We
have adopted an approach focused
on mitigating risk, similar to our
internalization project. We are also
preserving the core elements of our
system that work well rather than
starting from scratch, an approach
that is much more cost effective.

This philosophy inspired our Global
Pension Leadership Summit, a two-day
conference that brought together
some of the world’s leading thinkers
from the pension, academic and
political worlds. This international
conference was an ambitious goal and
a resounding success. OPTrust built
relationships and cemented our
position as leaders and experts in the
pension industry. Most important, the
summit provided fresh ideas about
how we can ensure the Plan thrives,
today and for years to come.

Facing the future
It’s been said that a pension
organization must think in decades.
Taking the long view can be difficult,
especially in the face of short-term
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concerns. However, we cannot afford
to ignore the future. We must face it,
head on, with our eyes open to both
the challenges and opportunities it
will present.
At OPTrust, we are an organization
ready to embrace those challenges and
opportunities. In 2017, we will develop
a new multi-year strategic plan that will
serve as a roadmap for our efforts. We
will continue to advocate for strong
workplace pensions and work with our
sponsors to be able to offer the Plan to
a greater number of Ontario workers.
We will continue to deliver excellence
in everything we do for our almost
90,000 members and look for ways to
innovate and improve. Going forward,
we will maintain our focus on the most
important measure of a pension plan’s
success: our funded status.

Hugh O’Reilly
President and CEO
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the Conversation

OPTRUST

IT’S TIME TO CHANGE the conversation
about how we measure success. Being
adept at investing is important, but we
are more than just investors. Delivering
excellent service to plan members is
vital, but we are more than just service
providers. We are a pension manage
ment organization.

Our members rely on us for certainty,
stability and sustainability and we
meet those expectations by keeping
the Plan fully funded. For a defined
benefit pension plan, there can be no
more important achievement.
OPTrust’s philosophy of being member
driven supports everything we do. Our
members are the foundation of our
strategies and the reason our mission
is to pay pensions today and preserve
pensions for tomorrow.
Pensions need to take a long-term
view. Too often, however, the industry
is focused on the short term and on
short-term measures, like annual
investment returns, to gauge success.
Returns are important, but as pension
plans our investment approach must
be inextricably linked to the goal of
keeping the Plan fully funded. We must

balance the need to generate returns
with the need to manage risk effectively.
And when we look back over a single
year or a decade, the true measure
of whether we have delivered on our
promise is the funded status of the Plan.

Designing solutions for today’s
challenges
Demographic maturity. Low interest
rates. Volatile markets and the
likelihood of low investment returns.
The fundamental challenges the Plan
faces are persistent and have affected
our ability to bear risk. Operating in
this environment and keeping the Plan
fully funded requires new approaches
and a willingness to innovate.
In 2015, we introduced our memberdriven investing (MDI) strategy, which
was designed to increase the likelihood
of plan certainty for members by
balancing the objectives of sustainability
and stability. We began implementing
that strategy in 2016.

OPTRUST
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ENABLERS OF MEMBER-DRIVEN INVESTING (MDI)

Risk-conscious culture:
Taking risk is an inherent
part of investing.
Accepting some risk is
also necessary to earn
the returns required
to meet our pension
obligations. We work to
ensure the Plan earns
sufficient returns for
the risks taken and we
are purposeful and
efficient in the way risk is
allocated.

Focus on our people:
Investing requires
strong human capital
and our people offer
a distinct competitive
advantage. Given
the talent within our
organization and our
collective skill-set, we
are well positioned to
deliver value for our
members.

Collaborative culture:
A key enabler of
success is our ability to
work collaboratively.
This leads to enhanced
learning, improved
flow of information and
better overall decisionmaking. Ultimately, this
supports the total fund
approach required for
our MDI strategy to be
successful.

Relationship driven:
While we have strong
talent, we recognize
building and fostering
strong partnerships
are a fundamental
part of our investment
approach.

Total fund portfolio
construction:
Portfolio construction
is the primary tool we
use to manage total
fund risks. Our portfolio
construction process
is dynamic and carries
unique characteristics
that enhance our ability
to manage the risks in
our total fund.
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

RESPONSIBLE INVESTING

The focus of traditional portfolio construction methodologies is
to diversify through asset classes. At OPTrust, it is about risk factor
diversification, including the risks embedded in our liabilities. We
recognize that assets – such as stocks, bonds and real estate – are
exposed to overlapping risk factors. For example, equities and real
estate share equity risk, bonds and real estate share credit risk, and
all three – plus our liabilities – share inflation and interest rate risk.
By considering our investment choices and portfolio construction in
terms of risk factors rather than asset classes, we are able to ‘look
through’ the fund to see where our risks are concentrated. We are
moving towards a risk factor portfolio construction framework that
will allow for more efficient and purposeful allocation of risk to
increase the likelihood of achieving plan certainty.

Our responsible investing program recognizes that environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors can impact investment risk and
return as well as our reputation. We have incorporated this recognition
into OPTrust’s investment beliefs, policies and strategy.

Our portfolio construction process is governed by two key philo
sophical pillars: harvest a diversified set of risk premia and dynamic
risk management. We look to construct a diversified portfolio that
provides balance and resilience under all economic situations.
However, this diversification must be effective and suitable for the
current, changing environment and as such, we have to be dynamic.
We have the agility to adapt to change and respond to its impact on
our total fund risk exposures.

As part of our responsible investing program, OPTrust commits to the
integration of material ESG factors into our investment decision-making
processes and ownership practices. This approach reflects our fiduciary
duty to the Plan’s members and is aligned with the Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI), to which the Plan is a signatory. Our investment groups
seek to identify, assess and manage ESG risks and opportunities in a
manner that supports both our mission and mandate, and are held
accountable for doing so.

RESPONSIBLE INVESTING PROGRAM APPROACH

Governance

Active ownership

ESG integration

Stakeholder engagement

OPTRUST
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change is one of the most significant challenges facing the world today and increasingly complex
to navigate as a large, global investor. At its heart, climate change is an issue of sustainability for people,
institutions and our planet.
OPTrust recognizes that bold steps will be required to help investors understand the risks that climate
change presents. We worked to better understand the impacts of climate change to our investment
portfolios and released a position paper and report detailing our findings. We will continue to work
collaboratively to improve our understanding of these impacts and seek solutions as we head toward
a carbon-neutral future.

Over the long run, we seek to achieve
our MDI objectives through dynamic
portfolio construction of our total fund
portfolio in two broad segments:
1.	Illiquid strategies: anchor our
efforts to add attractive long-term
returns at an appropriate level of
risk to deliver value add.
2.	Liquid strategies: enable us to react
dynamically, complementing our
illiquid assets, and serve as a vehicle
that “completes” the overall risk
profile of the total fund portfolio,
known as the “completion portfolio”.

In 2016, our ability to react dynamically
was limited due to the use of external
managers for full execution of our
liquid strategies. With the Boardapproved internalization initiative, we
will bring the majority of our public
assets and strategies in-house. This
long-term project is being completed
in a phased approach with a focus on
risk mitigation and ensuring a strong
governance and compliance framework.
Once fully implemented, we will
interface with the markets directly,
providing us with greater insight into
changing market conditions. As a

result, this offers us greater agility and
the opportunity to respond faster to
market risks. In addition, internalization
will facilitate more efficient allocation
of scarce resources, such as risk,
liquidity and capital, all of which help
us achieve our MDI objectives. Under
MDI, our public market investments
will be the primary tool to manage the
overall risks in the total fund.

Plan funding
Keeping the Plan fully funded over
the long term begins with a thoughtful,
prudent approach to plan funding.
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Our thinking on funding is rooted in
the belief that sustainability matters.
Members need to know they can count
on their pension to be there when
they retire. However, the need for
sustainability before retirement also
exists. We seek to enhance the likeli
hood that our members’ contribution
rates and benefit levels will not
fluctuate significantly throughout
their working lives.
In 2016, the Board approved an
updated articulation of our funding
policy which codified these ideals. The
funding policy has three goals which
we seek to balance: benefit security,
contribution rate stability and inter
generational equity.
Of these goals, the security of accrued
benefits is primary. As a Trust, it is
essential we keep our promise to
members that they will receive the
benefit they paid for.
The pension promise is a long-term
commitment that spans many decades.
In keeping with that time horizon,
short-term market events, whether
positive or negative, should not
motivate contribution rate changes.
Instead, contribution rates should

|
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change when economic and/or
demographic conditions change the
expected cost of the benefit over the
long term. We will work to deliver
stability rather than volatility for our
members.
Intergenerational equity does not
mean that every generation of members
will pay the same contributions for the
same benefits as other generations
of members. Economies, member
demographics and behaviours change
over time, as will our tolerance for risk.
Instead, we seek to provide intergener
ational equity through the continued
sustainability of the Plan.

A focus on members
Rooted in our overarching philosophy
of being member driven, our service
delivery strategy uses a member-direct
approach to deliver valued-added
services to members. Under this memberdirect model, we continue to tailor our
service offerings to meet our members’
needs and focus on offering them a
variety of ways to communicate with us
directly. While we know members are
embracing web technology in ever
increasing numbers, we also know they
value the opportunity to speak

MEETING OUR FUNDING GOALS
OPTrust uses a series of tools to meet our funding objectives.
Margin of conservatism: To reduce the risk of funding shortfalls,
we build a margin of conservatism into the investment return
expectation to set the discount rate assumption used for funding
purposes.
Actuarial assumptions: To calculate our long-term funding require
ments, a set of key economic and demographic assumptions are
used, including the Plan’s discount rate, the rate of inflation,
changes in active membership and retiree populations, members’
salary rates and their expected retirement, termination and
mortality rates.
Actuarial smoothing: This technique is used to recognize each
year’s investment gains or losses, relative to our discount rate,
over a five-year period. Doing so reduces the short-term impact of
volatile investment returns on the Plan’s funded status and helps
maintain relatively stable contribution rates.

OPTRUST

personally with our staff. Pensions can
be complex and there are times when
members want to speak directly with
an OPTrust representative, so telephone
support remains a critical service
channel for OPTrust.
Providing excellent member-valued
services means being flexible and
available when and where our
members need us. Our extended
telephone hours ensure critical phone
support from a pension professional
for members navigating life events,
including retirement preparation,
pension service buybacks, membership
terminations or spousal relationship
changes. At OPTrust, we understand
these more complex questions require
personalized service, and we are here
to provide it, in the channel of our
members’ choice.
Central to the services we provide is
our pension administration system. It
must keep pace with both evolving
technology and member expectations.
A Board-approved multi-year project
has been launched to retain the best of
the existing system while creating new
capabilities for the future. It will also be
completed in phases, an approach that

is prudent and fiscally responsible. This
critical project will provide us with the
capacity required to meet our members’
current and future needs.
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A MULTI-CHANNEL APPROACH
TO MEMBER SERVICE

Looking forward
While the conversation has changed,
the dialogue must continue. Delivering
sustainability and stability for our
members requires us to embrace change
as an organization. This requires both
innovation and resilience, as we need
to face the future well prepared to
adapt and thrive in any environment.

Online
communications:
offers flexibility,
convenience and
education

To that end, in 2017, we will develop a
new, multi-year strategic plan, which
will guide us as we continue to change
the conversation in our industry, while
remaining true to our core purpose:
paying pensions today and preserving
pensions for tomorrow.

Face-to-face
interactions:
offers one-on-one
and group sessions
that provide tailored
pension information

Telephone support:
links members directly
with an OPTrust
representative

Traditional paper-based
communications:
offers members
support for those
who do not have easy
access to electronic
tools or prefer print
communications

|
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Pension Funding

2016 funding valuation
OPTrust engages independent
actuaries to perform regular valuations
of the Plan to ensure there are sufficient
assets to meet the projected cost of
members’ and retirees’ lifetime pensions.
These valuations provide a snapshot of
the Plan’s financial position and ability
to meet its pension obligations, while
providing a review of gains and losses
experienced since the last valuation.
The Plan’s 2016 funding valuation
showed it remained fully funded as
of December 31, 2016. The funding
valuation also confirmed deferred
(or “smoothed”) investment gains of
$681 million, which will be recognized
over the next four years and should
further improve the Plan’s funded
status in years to come.
Consistent with our approach over the
past few years, OPTrust’s 2016 funding
valuation strengthened the Plan’s real
discount rate to further improve its
long-term sustainability. The Board of
Trustees approved the following
economic assumption:
• R
 educing the Plan’s real discount rate
to 3.40%, net of inflation, down from

3.55% in 2015. This change reflects
the expectation of lower long-term
investment returns and reduces the
risk of future losses due to investment
returns falling short of the expected
cost of members’ and retirees’ future
pensions.
The net effect of the real discount
rate change increased the total fund
liabilities by $502 million to add
additional margins for conservatism for
the purpose of strengthening the Plan’s
long-term sustainability.
In 2017, OPTrust is expected to file the
Plan’s December 31, 2016 funding
valuation with the regulator showing
that it is fully funded.

Funding outlook
The Plan’s continued fully funded
status is the result of an ongoing
strategy to improve its long-term
sustainability and prudent decisions
by its sponsors.
Although the Plan continues to be
fully funded, we need to ensure that it
remains sustainable for current and
future generations, regardless of
market fluctuations.

OPTRUST

To mitigate risks, OPTrust’s staff
continue to monitor a wide range of
funding issues and analyze their
potential impact on the sustainability
of the Plan.

• t he Plan’s deferred investment gains
of $681 million at the end of 2016,
which should strengthen its funded
status over the next four years as
these gains are recognized.

In 2016, some of these factors
included:

In 2016, OPTrust’s staff provided the
Trustees and the Plan’s sponsors with
information and technical advice on

• t he increase in life expectancy,
increasing retirement years and the
Plan’s long-term pension obligations
• t he long-term decline in the ratio of
OPTrust’s active members to retirees,
which reduces the Plan’s ability to
address funding shortfalls through
increased contribution rates, if
required
• t he uneven economic recovery,
which has sharply increased market
volatility and investment risk over
the past several years.
These risks are partly offset by recent
developments, including:
• O
 PTrust’s continued strengthening
of the Plan’s actuarial assumptions
• O
 PTrust’s review of our investment
philosophies to better match its
assets with its liabilities as part of our
member-driven investing strategy

|
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these and other factors that might
challenge the Plan’s funding over the
next several years. OPTrust’s Board
and staff will continue to work closely
with the sponsors to address these
challenges, propose solutions and
support the long-term sustainability
of the Plan.

FUNDING VALUATION ASSUMPTIONS
2016
VALUATION

2015
VALUATION

Inflation rate

2.00%

2.00%

Investment return (real)

3.40%

3.55%

5.40%

5.55%

N/A

0.00%

1.40%

1.40%

2.75%

2.75%

Investment return (nominal)
Salary increases 2016 (nominal)

1

Salary increases 2017 (nominal)

1

Salary increases after 2017 (nominal)

1

1 Plus an amount for promotion, based on a long-term scale.
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Changes in the Plan’s actuarial assumptions can have a major impact on the
projected cost of members’ and retirees’ pensions and the Plan’s funded status.
This table shows the impact (in millions of dollars) of a 0.5% change in certain
key assumptions on the Plan’s funded status.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND FUNDING VALUATIONS
The financial position of the Plan is presented using two different methods:
actuarial funding valuations and financial statement valuations.

Actuarial funding valuations
SENSITIVIT Y TO AC TUARIAL ASSUMPTION CHANGES
($ millions)

Impact of change in inflation linked
assumptions1
Impact of change in funding discount
rate assumption2
Impact of change in assumed increase
in pensionable earnings

+0.50%

-0.50%

159

(164)

1,592

(1,836)

(489)

1 A
 ssumes equivalent change in economic assumptions that
are dependent on inflation.
2 Assumes all other assumptions remain unchanged.

432

An actuarial funding valuation presents
the Plan’s financial information in
accordance with the Board-approved
funding policy and applicable
regulatory constraints. It determines
if the Plan’s assets, together with
expected investment income and
current members’ projected future
contributions, are sufficient to fund
the members’ and retirees’ promised
benefits at retirement.
This valuation approach is known as
the modified aggregate method. It
identifies any gains and losses that
have occurred since the last funding
valuation and establishes the overall
contribution requirements until the
next valuation. The funding valuation
includes a margin of conservatism in
the setting of economic assumptions,
with respect to the rate of return.
Ontario regulations require an actuarial
funding valuation to be filed with
provincial authorities at least once

every three years. Please see note 6 to
the financial statements on page 67 for
further discussion.

Financial statement valuations
OPTrust’s financial statements rely on
an actuarial valuation prepared in
accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for pension plans. The
financial statement valuation is prepared
using “best estimate” assumptions and
does not incorporate margins of
conservatism.
A formal valuation is prepared based
on membership data at year-end. The
valuation recognizes the increase in
value of future obligations over time,
and pension-related receipts and
disbursements. Experience gains or
losses on investment activities are
recognized in the year incurred.
Experience gains or losses related to
other assumptions are recognized in
conjunction with the funding
valuation.

OPTRUST
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Investment
Returns

$
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DB
Benefits

Contributions

Member-driven investing
OPTrust’s mission is to pay pensions
today and preserve pensions for
tomorrow. We are a pension manage
ment organization. Our members
depend on us to provide secure,
predictable income in retirement. As
such, how we think about investing and
how we manage our plan needs to fully
align with our members’ interests.
We strive to keep the Plan in balance at
all times to protect its funded status and
improve plan certainty. There are three
key components: contributions and
investment returns on one side, and
benefits on the other.
To achieve our primary goal of plan
certainty, we need to strike the
appropriate balance between two
objectives:

ASSETS

• S
 ustainability: Generating sufficient
returns to keep the Plan fully funded;
and,
 tability: Keeping contributions and
• S
benefits as stable as possible over
time.
However, there are two primary
challenges facing these objectives:
• D
 emographics: Aging membership
limits our ability to take on invest
ment risk.
• L ow expected returns: Low interest
rates and high valuations make
earning investment returns more
challenging.

LI A BI LI T I E S

In this challenging investment
environment, we are committed to
protecting our funded status and
avoiding undue risk. This is why we
are continuing to execute on our
member-driven investing (MDI)
strategy.

Fully funded despite uncertain
markets
We continued to focus on our most
important metric of performance – our
funded status. Despite the overall
challenging market environment, we
remained fully funded.

|
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2016: A YEAR OF UNEXPECTED OUTCOMES

¥
$
January
Significant sell
offs in risky assets
triggered initially by an
unexpected acceleration
in the depreciation of
the Chinese yuan vs.
the U.S. dollar. This was
compounded by a sharp
decline in oil prices.

March
Co-ordinated policy
by central banks and a
more dovish tone by the
U.S. Federal Reserve
on its projected path
of further interest
rate hikes helped ease
investors’ concerns
over a slowdown in U.S.
growth and fears of an
impending recession.

May
Rebound in oil prices
helped markets to
recover early losses
and the S&P500
climbed to new highs.

June
British public
unexpectedly voted in a
referendum to leave the
European Union, which
called into question the
region’s stability. This
sparked another decline
in risky assets and
investors took refuge in
safe-haven assets such as
the U.S. dollar and longterm government bonds.
However, the volatility
was surprisingly shortlived and global markets
rebounded once
again, helped by signs
of improving global
economic growth.

November
Election of the 45th
president of the United
States surprised markets
as many predicted a sell
off in equities, but U.S.
equity markets reacted
positively. Expectations
that the elected
president’s policies
would be growth friendly
pushed stocks, the U.S.
dollar and bond yields
higher.

OPTRUST

One year into the implementation
of our MDI strategy, we have made
significant progress across several
initiatives. In terms of diversification,
we reduced our exposure to equity
risk. Concurrently, we increased our
exposure to absolute return strategies.
These decisions were undertaken to
provide the total fund portfolio with a
more balanced set of risk exposures,
which are aligned with our MDI
objectives. We restructured our fixed
income portfolio to better match
the interest rate sensitivities in our
liabilities, while improving our overall
liquidity position. We also rebalanced
our currency exposure, considering
other exposures in the total fund and
ensuring a better overall risk-reward
trade off. In addition, we continued to
progress in our internalization initiative
to bring the majority of public market
assets and strategies in-house.
Looking forward: While markets
reacted favourably to the U.S. election,
we remain cautious due to continued
uncertainty. Given we are late in the
economic cycle, the potential for policy
mistakes is high, while the geopolitical
risk has also risen. Valuations remain

stretched and debt levels remain
elevated.
Our focus is on building a robust
portfolio that is not overly reliant on
equities as the generator of investment
performance. We seek broad diversifi
cation that will allow us to harvest risk
premia in different economic environ
ments. Our goal is to increase pension
certainty, not earn outsized returns by
taking excessive risk.
PUBLIC EQUITY: Currently sourced
through external managers, our public
equity exposure is designed to
generate returns, provide diversifi
cation and act as a potential source of
liquidity, should it be required.
A rebound of cyclical sectors such as
energy and materials helped lift public
equities with our portfolio benefiting
from an overweight to Canadian
equities. Similarly, emerging market
equities performed well through much
of the year, largely in response to a
more dovish U.S. Federal Reserve and
more stimulative policies from China.
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TOTAL FUND INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
At December 31, 2016
8.0%

1.7%

7.0%

6.0%

66.0%

1.2%

55.0%

-0.7%

1.6%

44.0%
33.0%
22.0%

0.0%

1.5%

0.4%

0.3%

11.0%
00.0%
Public
Equity

Fixed
Income

Absolute
Return
Strategies

Real Estate

Local Return

9.9%

1.1%

1.1%

10.8%

Net Weight

18.2%

24.9%

15.4%

15.1%

Infrastructure

Private
Equity

Cash

Currency

Total Fund
(CAD)

11.1%

20.6%

0.7%

-0.7%

6.0%

10.8%

8.4%

7.2%		

TOTAL FUND DIVERSIFICATION BY GEOGRAPHY
At December 31, 2016
Canada, 46.9%
U.S., 22.1%
Rest of world, 7.4%
Other developed markets, 16.5%
Other, 7.1%

100%
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Following the U.S. election, positive
sentiment around stronger U.S. growth
boosted U.S. equities, strengthened the
U.S. dollar and increased global bond
yields.
Overall, the public equity portfolio
generated a net return of 9.9% in 2016.
Looking forward: Our focus for public
equities will expand beyond expected
returns to include risk and liquidity
efficiency. The public equities portfolio
will continue to adjust to the needs of
the total fund, considering diversifica
tion, risk factor sensitivities and our
desire for uncorrelated value add. Over
time, we anticipate expanding our
source of public equity returns to
include exchange-traded funds and
derivative strategies.
FIXED INCOME: Fixed income serves
as the main source of liquidity and
the primary liability-hedging asset.
In addition, fixed income provides
diversification benefits, especially in
a deflationary environment.
The fixed income portfolio experienced
a very volatile year. Consistent with our
MDI objectives to protect the Plan from
an overall deflationary environment

|
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and to better match the interest rate
sensitivity of our liabilities, we modestly
increased the duration of our fixed
income portfolio in early 2016. Fixed
income posted strong gains until late
summer when signs of improving
growth and a shift in sentiment
towards risk-taking began to push
yields higher.
Growth and inflation expectations
further reset following the U.S. election,
as the prospects of potential fiscal
stimulus and tax cuts in the U.S. caused
the markets to adjust. As a result, fixed
income experienced a significant sell
off late in the year, led by U.S.
treasuries.
Overall, the fixed income portfolio
generated a net return of 1.1% in 2016.
Looking forward: Fixed income will
continue to play an important role
within the total fund. We expect to
increase exposure if yields reach more
attractive levels in the future.
ABSOLUTE RETURN STRATEGIES:
Absolute return strategies aim to
produce a positive return across all
market regimes, whether they are
rising, flat or falling. These strategies

are less constrained than those used by
traditional managers who employ the
“buy and hold” strategy. In general,
hedge fund strategies fall within this
category.
Our MDI strategy focuses on harvesting
different types of risk premia in a
diversified manner. Absolute return
strategies help us in this regard.
Our absolute return strategies portfolio
is still in its infancy. In 2016, we made
approximately $2.4 billion in commit
ments to external managers that we
believe have the potential to become
strategic partners with OPTrust.
Overall, the absolute return strategies
portfolio generated a net return of
1.1% in 2016.
Looking forward: In 2017, we will
continue to reposition our total fund
portfolio towards a more balanced set
of risk factor exposures. Increased
exposure to absolute return strategies
will help during heightened market
volatility and a challenging macroeconomic environment. We expect
to grow this part of our portfolio
over time.

REAL ESTATE: Real estate provides
predictable income helping to fund
the Plan’s pension obligations. It
generates attractive risk-adjusted
returns and helps lower funded status
volatility. Real estate is also an
important diversifier and a hedge
against inflation over the long term.
Supportive real estate fundamentals,
continued low interest rates and a
global surplus of capital led to
persistently strong demand for
commercial properties and elevated
levels of investment transactions across
most markets. While these market
dynamics pushed income yields to
historically low levels and correspond
ingly record high pricing for properties,
the premium for investing in real estate
over government bonds remains
attractive.
In 2016, the Real Estate Group
rebalanced the portfolio as the market
cycle matured. We committed to
16 new investments in North America
and Europe totalling $530 million. The
real estate portfolio generated a net
return of 10.8%.

OPTRUST

Looking forward: OPTrust will focus on
seeking property investments which
offer the potential of income growth,
as well as opportunities to improve
the quality and functionality of our
investments through participating in
selective development strategies,
primarily in North America. Over the
long term, we will continue to increase
the internally-managed portion of
the portfolio.
INFRASTRUCTURE: Infrastructure
investments add diversification and act
as a partial inflation hedge for the total
fund. They also provide potential for
long-term growth.
In an environment of low interest rates,
readily available access to attractive
debt financing and steadily rising
institutional allocations to infrastructure,
it remained challenging to source and
access attractively valued assets.
In 2016, we committed to two new
investments in North America and
Developed Asia totalling $194 million.
The infrastructure portfolio generated
a net return of 11.1% in 2016.

Looking forward: We are well
positioned to exploit a number of
attractive, smaller scale opportunities
within this market segment. Our
infrastructure investment strategy
continues to be predicated on being
a flexible and partnership-driven
investor. We look for opportunities that
require some degree of creativity in
deal execution, as we have the ability
to structure the transactions to
provide both downside protection
and upside potential.
PRIVATE EQUITY: Private equity is
expected to generate higher returns
than public equity while providing a
smoother volatility profile.
The overall private equity market
environment remained competitive.
Average fund sizes increased on the
back of growing capital inflows into
the asset class. This, in combination
with strong credit markets, caused a
continued upward trend in valuations,
which approached historical highs.
This backdrop highlighted the
importance of remaining disciplined
in capital deployment. We remained
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cautious and disciplined when adding
investments to the portfolio and
focused on high-quality assets, where
we believed there was considerable
upside potential through valuecreation initiatives and where our
downside risk was well protected. We
also opportunistically sold investments
in the portfolio given the buoyant
market conditions.
In 2016, we committed to 10 new
investments (excluding follow-on
investments) across North America,
Europe and Developed Asia totalling
$488 million. The private equity
portfolio investment generated a net
return of 20.6% for the year.
Looking forward: We will continue
to observe the private equity market
trends and seek investment oppor
tunities that provide attractive riskadjusted returns – segmented by
strategy and capital structure (e.g.
private debt, long-term equity
opportunities, traditional growth
capital and buyout strategies). We
will continue to actively source
transactions within our private equity

|
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portfolio with a bias towards more
co-investments and direct investments.
CURRENCY: Fluctuations in exchange
rates have the potential to significantly
impact the volatility of a global
investment portfolio. As such, our
MDI strategy supports maintaining
hedges on most of our foreign currency
exposure. However, some foreign
currency exposure, particularly in those
currencies that tend to act as a safe
haven in times of market stress, can act
as a meaningful source of diversification.
Over the course of 2016, we saw a
modest rebound in the Canadian
dollar, in response to higher oil prices.
Our unhedged currency exposure,
which is mostly in U.S. dollars, resulted
in a drag on performance of -0.7%.
Looking forward: We will continue
to dynamically manage our unhedged
currency exposure, limiting the
potential for foreign currency to
negatively impact the Plan’s funded
status.
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Ensuring alignment through
total fund performance metrics
Our MDI strategy includes three
performance metrics to measure
our strategy and actions, all of which
are aligned to the funded status of
the Plan:
1. sustainability
2. risk efficiency
3. surplus preservation.
Each of these metrics plays a
complementary role, looking at a
different dimension of the strategy
and also considers the investment
horizon. All of our actions are rigorously
monitored and measured to ensure
we are accountable for our decisions.

|
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTING ACTIVITIES IN 2016

Continued advocacy for
global climate policy

A+

Received an A+
from the PRI on our
overarching approach
to responsible
investing

351

Engaged 351 companies
globally on key environ
mental, social and
governance issues

Conducted portfolio
climate risk assessment
of the total fund

Voted at 2,340 company
meetings worldwide

Participated in the
consultation with the
Task Force on Climaterelated Financial
Disclosures

CIO joined the PRI’s
Asset Owner Advisory
Council

OPTRUST

Serving Members

SERVICES WE PROVIDE
•n
 ew member enrolments
• leaves and past service
• transfers into and out of the Plan
• membership terminations
• spousal separation quotes
• pension estimates
• payment of monthly pensions
• address and beneficiary updates
• tax reporting

|
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Dedication. Commitment.
Service.
We serve almost 90,000 members as
we pay pensions today and preserve
pensions for tomorrow. We take pride
in assisting them every step of the
way as they move from enrolment
to retirement.

|
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Despite the increase in volumes, we
continued to receive high service
scores from members with an average
satisfaction rating of 9.1 out of 10 and
equally high marks industry wide.

Delivering exceptional service

In 2016, we sharpened our focus on
our member-driven strategy to better
connect with and respond to our
members’ needs. This approach
positioned us to confidently pursue our
goal of delivering a world-class pension
experience to our members. From
transactional services such as buybacks
and transfers to providing information
that enables members to make
informed decisions regarding their
pensions, we were here – on the
phones, in person and at information
sessions held at various locations
across the province.

In 2016, we continued to deliver
pension information through a variety
of channels including hosted sessions,
webinars and one-on-one counselling
held at our office and in locations
across the province. OPTrust held
69 pension information sessions in
26 cities and towns across the province
where almost 2,500 members
attended. Our members appreciate
the opportunity to ask questions and
engage in discussions on complex
topics when facing decisions about
their future. We strive to deliver
services with professionalism and
understanding so that we can provide
the required support.

This year also saw a significant
increase in retirement requests and
other transactions associated with
transitioning from active member
status to retiree. We ended the year
with an approximately 60% increase
in new retirements over 2015.

Our commitment to service was
clearly demonstrated in 2016, when
two of our pension experts delivered a
pension information session to a group
of members in a tool shed, the first
ever, near Six Mile Lake in the Port
Severn area. While sessions typically
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2016 HIGHLIGHTS

9.1/10
Resounding success
dealing with increased
retirement volumes
yet achieving solid
member satisfaction

69
pension
information
sessions

55,880

53,532

member requests
received and
processed by staff

c alls handled

26 cities and
towns across the
province

84%
60%
increase in
retirement
volumes over
2015

532

o
 f overall member
requests were
processed within
service standards

members received
services by paying
us a visit in person

n
 otices to fixed-term
employees informing of
option to join the Plan



email notices on a
variety of reporting
and informational
items

18
s econd call
response time

63%
of first-contact resolution

76,437
9,010

172,734

o
 nline transactions

84/100
C
 EM Benchmarking
Inc. score, exceeding
the peer group’s
median score of 79

OPTRUST

OPTRUST ’S AC TIVE MEMBERS
AND PENSIONERS

We work to establish stronger
relationships with our participating
employers and in 2016, we welcomed
more than twenty employer representa
tives on-site for meetings to improve
dialogue, solicit feedback on our
performance and ultimately improve
data quality.

SERVING MEMBERS

At December 31

43,575

Age 65, 23%

36,409

Factor 90, 23%
60/20, 35%
Reduced, 19%

In 2016, 2,906 OPTrust members retired under one of the
following options bringing the total number of pensioners
to 36,409 by year-end:

22,756

20000

|

2016 RE TIREMENT SNAPSHOT

30000

CONNECTING WITH
OUR EMPLOYERS
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47,717

take place in hotel meeting rooms, at
an employer site or at the OPTrust
office, we travelled gravel roads, set up
in a unique space and delivered an
engaging, tailored presentation that
helped a small group of our members
learn more about their pension
options. Questions were answered and
50000
members left feeling secure in the
knowledge that their pension plan is
here for them. We pride ourselves on
being here to support our members
throughout their careers and provide 40000
answers to their questions in the most
accessible way.

|

Age 65: 	The normal retirement age under the Plan
07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Members
Pensioners

In 2016, OPTrust’s active membership decreased slightly by
260 to 43,575 at year-end, while the number of net pensioners
increased by 2,688 to 36,409 at year-end.

Factor 90:	Age plus years of pension service total at
least 90
60/20:	Age 60 or older plus at least 20 years of
pension service
Reduced:	Available starting at age 55 to members who
do not qualify for an unreduced pension
Note: Chart does not include deferred, disability
or survivor pensions.
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Strong performance
In addition to assisting almost
3,000 members as they retired in
2016, we also improved on service
delivery. We delivered Annual Pension
Statements and Pension Information 100
Change Statements to members and
retirees, respectively, up to three
80
months earlier than usual. This
improvement resulted in members
60
receiving relevant information for
tax and budget planning in a more
40
timely manner.
In 2016, we served more members
via webinars, benefiting those who
live in remote areas and were unable
to attend our pension information
sessions. Members also used our
instructional videos to help complete
forms and navigate OPTrust
information requirements.

TOTAL SER VICE SCORE VS.
EXTERNAL BENCHMARKS

SER VICE SCORES BY
AC TIVIT Y

100

						
Peer
Activity		Weight
OPTrust
Median

90
80
70
60
50
40
30

20

20
10

0

0

Peer Median

OPTrust

All Median

Peer

Peer Average

All

Overall results
Our member-driven strategy guides
all of our actions and drives us to
provide a consistently high level of
service. It provides us with a clear focus
and ensures our members and their
needs are at the core of everything
we do.

OPTrust’s total service score was 84 out of 100 in the most
recent survey of leading pension plans by CEM Benchmarking
Inc. Our score exceeded both the median score of 79 for our
peer group of nine Canadian plans, and the average score of
77 for all 52 plans included in the survey.

1. Member Transactions
a. Pension Payments		
19.7%
100
b. Pension Inceptions		
7.4%
98
c. Withdrawls and Transfers-out		
1.3%
69
d. Purchases and Transfers-In 		
3.1%
62
e. Disability		
3.8%
91
2. Member Communication
a. Call Centre		
21.2%
85
b. 1-on-1 Counseling		
7.4%
72
c. Member Presentations		
6.5%
89
d. Written Pension Estimates		
4.7%
75
e. Mass Communication				
		• Website		 11.3%
71
		 • News and targeted
communication		2.8%
82
		 • Member statements		
4.7%
81
3. Other
Satisfaction Surveying		
5.0%
68
Disaster Recovery		
1.0%
97
Weighted Total Service Score		

		

100.0%

84

100
93
55
63
100
71
70
89
85
72
83
80
49
96
79

OPTRUST
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MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS

At December 31						
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

43,835

44,008

43,827

43,981

Average age					
45.1		
46.1
Average salary					
$ 62,121 		 $ 62,488

46.3
$ 62,417

46.5
$ 62,391

46.4		
$ 61,791

Active members					
43,575 		

Number of new members enrolled 				
Number of members terminated or retiring 			

4,567 		
4,827 		

4,271
4,444

4,170
3,989

3,453
3,607

2,225		
4,274

Former members with entitlements in the Plan* 			

1,500 		

1,237

1,735

1,471

1,882

Deferred pensioners**					
8,058 		

8,198

8,524

8,744

8,966

Current pensioners					
36,409 		

33,721

31,946

30,426

28,916

Average age					
70.3 		
Average annual pension					 $ 21,321 		

70.2
$ 20,868

69.8
$ 20,519

69.3
$ 20,351

86,991

86,213

84,468

Total members and pensioners					

89,542

69.2		
$ 20,005

* “Former members with entitlements in the Plan” includes members whose termination or divestment was unprocessed at year-end.
** “Deferred pensioners” includes former members whose termination or divestment has been processed and who continue to have
entitlements in the Plan.

83,745
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Governance and
Accountability

OPTRUST WAS ESTABLISHED in 1995 to
give members a voice in key decisions
affecting their pensions through a joint
sponsorship model that recognizes the
Ontario Public Service Employees
Union (OPSEU) and the Government of
Ontario as equal sponsors of the Plan
and is registered under the Pension
Benefits Act (Ontario) as a “jointly
sponsored pension plan”. The Plan’s
governing documents define the roles
and responsibilities of the Plan’s
sponsors and its Board of Trustees. It
also provides the Board with the
authority required to ensure OPTrust
can deliver retirement security to its
almost 90,000 members, pensioners
and their dependants.

Plan sponsors
OPSEU and the Government of Ontario
each appoint five Trustees to OPTrust’s
10-member Board. The sponsors are
also responsible for plan design,
including the benefits provided under
the Plan and the contribution rates
paid by members and their employers.

Board of Trustees
As the legal plan administrator, the
Board has overall responsibility for the
administration of the Plan and the

management of the assets. In accordance
with the Plan’s governing documents,
established trust principles and the
governance practices of jointly sponsored
pension plans, the Board has delegated
responsibility for managing the affairs of
OPTrust to the President and CEO,
subject to certain matters for which the
Board has retained responsibility. The
effect of the Board’s delegation is to vest
strategic and monitoring responsibilities
in the Board of Trustees and manage
ment responsibilities in the CEO.
To assist it in carrying out its work, the
Board has established four standing
committees: the Governance and
Administration Committee, the Audit,
Finance and Risk Committee, the
Investment Committee, and the Human
Resources and Compensation
Committee. The standing committees
operate under terms of reference, and
report and make recommendations to
the Board on matters which fall within
their mandate. From time to time, the
Board establishes ad hoc committees to
work on special projects.
The Board retains its own advisors to
assist it in carrying out its oversight and
monitoring responsibilities and is

OPTRUST

supported by the Office of the
Corporate Secretary.
In 2016, the Board considered and
approved two major strategic projects
for OPTrust based on comprehensive
business cases from management: the
phased update and optimization of
OPTrust’s pension administration
system, and the internalization of the
majority of the Plan’s public market
assets and strategies. These projects
support the organization’s long-term
objectives and the effective delivery of
service to the Plan’s members.
The Board continues to monitor the
progress of these projects at a strategic
level with support and independent
advice from its advisors on a regular
basis.
The Board also undertook a significant
governance project to review and
modernize its policies. In completing
this work, the Board’s Policy Review
Sub-Committee considered pension
governance best practices, the
oversight requirements of current
organizational strategies and the ideals
of jointly-sponsored trusteeship. All
new and updated policies were

approved by the Board in December.
The Board continues to regularly
consider opportunities to enhance and
strengthen its governance practices.

Management
The CEO is responsible for operational
izing the strategic direction approved
by the Board and for managing the
day-to-day affairs of OPTrust. The CEO
also ensures that the Board has the
information it requires to approve the
matters which it has not delegated and
reports to the Board on the matters
which have been delegated to the CEO.
The CEO carries out his delegated
functions through OPTrust employees.
The Board approves the structure of
OPTrust’s executive team and the CEO
appoints its members. Each member of
the executive team is responsible for a
particular portfolio (e.g., pension
administration, investments, etc.) and
is delegated the necessary authority to
perform his or her responsibilities,
including hiring staff. The members of
the executive team participate in an
Executive Committee, which serves in
an advisory capacity to the CEO.

|
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
The Governance and Administration Committee monitors and makes
recommendations on board governance, administrative policies and the
preparation of actuarial valuations. The committee also monitors the legislative
and regulatory environment, regulatory compliance, considers recommendations
for plan changes and monitors the Trust’s advocacy program.
The Audit, Finance and Risk Committee monitors expenditure management,
financial reporting, tax compliance, audits, internal controls, corporate
insurance, information technology and enterprise risk management.
The Investment Committee monitors the investment performance of OPTrust
and its investment professionals and external managers, and reviews their
compliance with OPTrust’s investment policies, and related legal and regulatory
requirements. It also reviews changes to OPTrust’s investment and investment
risk policies.
The Human Resources and Compensation Committee monitors OPTrust’s
top-level organizational structure and any board-approved human resources or
compensation policies. It reviews the CEO’s performance and recommends to
the Board the CEO’s total compensation. The committee also monitors OPTrust’s
compensation principles and framework, aggregate annual compensation for
the CEO’s direct reports, annual total compensation for all other management
and the succession planning for the CEO and the CEO’s direct reports.

The Board has also established an Adjudication Panel, which gives plan
members and pensioners access to a review process in the event of disputes
concerning OPTrust’s decisions on eligibility, benefit entitlements or other
pension-related rights under the Plan.
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Managing enterprise risk
OPTrust operates in an environment of
growing complexity. The Enterprise
Risk Management (ERM) department is
tasked with creating a sustainable
process to identify and manage risks
across the organization so as to
increase the success of achieving
objectives and mitigate negative
impacts to the Plan.
Led by the Managing Director, General
Counsel, the ERM program is aligned to
industry best practices and is integrated
into our strategic and business decisions.
Ongoing oversight is provided by the
ERM Committee, which includes the
organization’s full executive team.
On a quarterly basis, the ERM
Committee reports to the Board
regarding the status of the organi
zation’s top risks, including related
mitigating action plans. The day-today management of risk resides at
the operational level within the
organization.
ENHANCED ORGANIZATIONAL
RESILIENCE
In mid-2015, the ERM program became
responsible for the crisis management
(CM) function at OPTrust and was tasked
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with designing and implementing a new
CM program to achieve an enterprisewide, strategic approach to managing
crises. Since then, OPTrust developed a
comprehensive governance framework
for CM. The organization’s critical
functions were identified and the
supporting response and recovery
plans were created.
Organization-wide training was
provided for all staff and a formal
CM orientation program for new
employees was developed. Arrange
ments were also put in place for an
alternative work location that could be
used in the event that one of our work
centers becomes unavailable.
Collectively these achievements have
worked to further bolster OPTrust’s
resilience and crisis preparedness.
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
As a registered pension plan, OPTrust
operates in a highly regulated
environment. Legal and regulatory
risk has been identified as a top risk for
the organization. In 2016, as part of
its commitment to continuous
improvement, the Board of Trustees
approved the replacement of the
current decentralized approach to

regulatory compliance with a centralized
program established within Legal
Services. The centralized program will
be implemented in 2017.

Compensation program
OPTrust’s management’s compensation
framework supports our mission of
paying pensions today and preserving
pensions for tomorrow, and was
redesigned in 2016 to better align to
our organizational strategy:
1. Short-term incentive plan (annual
incentive): Redesigned and simplified
to drive towards creating a highperformance organization, allowing
OPTrust to attract and retain highquality employees. It is based on
individual performance and assessed
against the objectives in individual
balanced scorecards, within four
quadrants directly aligned to OPTrust’s
annual business plan.

FINANCIAL

Ensuring the Plan’s long-term
fully funded status

STAKEHOLDER

Build and enhance relationships with
key internal/external stakeholders

2. Long-term incentive plan (LTIP):
Redesigned to align to the three key
MDI metrics that measure:
a.	Maintaining the fully funded status
of the Plan
b.	Managing risk in an efficient and
effective manner
c. Preserving the surplus in the Plan
These new metrics measure
performance over a three-to-five-year
period that better reflects the longterm perspective of the total fund
portfolio. We are one of the first
pension plans globally to align their
LTIP directly to the members’ interests
with a focus on preserving the funded
status of the Plan.

PROCESS & RISK

Continuous improvement, risk
management and cost efficiencies

PEOPLE

Improving the company’s ability to
adapt, innovate and grow

OPTRUST
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COMPENSATION OVERSIGHT
The Board has oversight of the
compensation program through its
Human Resources and Compensation
Committee and is responsible for
approving OPTrust’s management
compensation structure and policies.

COMPENSATION PRINCIPLES
OPTrust’s compensation philosophy and principles provide a
framework for the design of our compensation programs to
ensure that we properly incent the behaviours necessary to
achieve our mission.
1.	Align individual and team incentives with OPTrust’s
mission, values and investment strategy.
2.	Explicitly reward performance that helps OPTrust achieve
its mission and mandate.
3.	Ensure we are able to attract and retain the highly-skilled
professionals required to deliver on our mandate.
4.	Include an integrated design framework and performance
management system.
5.	Support and reinforce the prudent risk-taking culture that
is necessary to achieve our mission and mandate.
6.	Support a governance model that provides appropriate
oversight and monitoring of the compensation strategy.

OPTrust’s CEO has overall responsibility
for establishing the compensation of
other management personnel,
including annual incentives and LTIP
payments, following the compensation
philosophy and principles approved by
the Board.

|
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and CEO, Chief Investment Officer
and Chief Pension Officer/SVP, Human
Resources are found on page 40.
Incentive payments: Payments under
OPTrust’s annual incentive and LTIP are
reported for the year in which they are
earned, but are paid in the subsequent
calendar year.

The Board has direct responsibility for
determining the annual incentive and
LTIP awards for the CEO; approving the
CEO’s recommendation on aggregate
annual incentives for the CEO’s direct
reports and all other management
personnel, and reviewing and
approving amendments to OPTrust’s
compensation structure and policies
as required.

Post-employment benefits: All
OPTrust employees are eligible to
contribute to the Plan which provides
pension benefits based on their years
of pension service and average salary
up to the maximums allowed under
the Income Tax Act. Employees whose
salary exceeds this maximum
contribute to a supplementary pension
plan established by the Government
of Ontario, which provides pension
benefits based on the same formula
as the Plan. The post-employment
benefits disclosed reflect the value of
the benefits earned for the year under
both plans.

COMPENSATION DISCLOSURE
The Board is committed to
transparency regarding the
compensation program and details
about the base salary and other
compensation paid to the President

Other benefits: The amounts disclosed
include vacation payouts, other taxable
benefits and the employer’s share of
all employee benefit premiums and
contributions (excluding the pension
benefit) made on behalf of employees.

|
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TRUSTEE EXPENSES
The Trustees of the Plan do not
receive compensation from
OPTrust. Reimbursement for
Trustee-related incidental
expenses and education received
by Trustees totalled $58 thousand
in 2016 (2015 – $70 thousand).
The Trustees appointed by the
Government of Ontario receive a
per diem paid directly by the
Province. Trustees appointed by
OPSEU are compensated by the
union for any loss of regular
income as a result of time spent
fulfilling their duties as a member
of the Board.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

								
					Post		
Base
Annual		employment
Other
benefits
benefits
Total
($ thousands)
Year
earnings
incentive
LTIP1

Hugh O’Reilly
President and CEO

2016

423

796

614

63

36

1,932		

James Davis
Chief Investment Officer

2016

385

537

252

55

30

1,259				

Reg Swamy
Chief Pension Officer/SVP,
Human Resources

2016

280

280

122

31

11

724

1		 LTIP reflects pro-rated payout for time of active plan participation during the three-year LTIP series.

OPTRUST
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ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Managing expenses is an important component of
our mission of paying pensions today and preserving
pensions for tomorrow. We ensure our spending is
prudent and provides value for money to our members
and pensioners while at the same time allowing us to
execute on our strategic and operating priorities.
The table shows our total administrative expenses
in absolute amounts and as a percentage of net assets
split between our two lines of business: investment
and plan administration.

BOARD
ADVISORS

2016 TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
($ millions)

$

%

Investment
Plan administration

45
20

0.24
0.11

Total

65

0.35

Actuary
Willis Towers Watson

External Auditor
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Compensation Advisor
Meridian Compensation Partners

Investment Advisor
Templar Investments Ltd.

Internal Auditor
Ernst & Young LLP

Information Technology/Risk Advisor
Deloitte Canada
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Members of
the Board of
Trustees
At December 31, 2016
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Vicki Ringelberg, Chair 2

Alan Hibben 2

Randy Marie Sloat 1

Finance Consultant

Principal
Shakerhill Partners Ltd.

Customer Care Representative
Ministry of Government and
Consumer Services

Appointed in 2011,
Chair since November 2016
Governance & Administration (Chair),
Human Resources & Compensation,
Investment Committees; Adjudication Panel

Tim Hannah, Vice-Chair 1
Senior Environmental Officer
Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change
Appointed in 2012,
Vice-Chair since November 2016
Audit, Finance & Risk, Governance &
Administration, Investment (Chair)
Committees; Adjudication Panel

Michael Grimaldi

1

Worker Advisor (retired)
Ministry of Labour
Appointed in 2012
Governance & Administration, Human
Resources & Compensation, Investment
Committees; Adjudication Panel

Appointed in 2016
Audit, Finance & Risk, Investment
Committees

Patricia Li 2
Assistant Deputy Minister,
Direct Services Division
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
Appointed in 2011
Audit, Finance & Risk, Human
Resources & Compensation
Committees; Adjudication Panel

Tony Ross 2
Vice-Chair (retired)
Merrill Lynch Canada
Appointed in 2000
Governance & Administration,
Investment Committees

Appointed in 2012
Audit, Finance & Risk (Chair), Governance
& Administration, Human Resources &
Compensation Committees

Louise Tardif 2
Vice-President (retired)
National Bank Financial
Appointed in 2014
Audit, Finance & Risk, Governance &
Administration, Human Resources &
Compensation Committees (Chair)

Giulia Volpe 1
Pension Analyst
Ontario Pension Board
Appointed in 2016
Audit, Finance & Risk, Human Resources &
Compensation, Investment Committees
1 Appointed by OPSEU
2 Appointed by the Government of Ontario

OPTRUST

From left to right,
back row:
Alan Hibben
Giulia Volpe
Patricia Li
Louise Tardif
Michael Grimaldi
Front row:
Vicki Ringelberg
Tim Hannah
Randy Marie Sloat
Not pictured:
Tony Ross
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Members of
the Executive
Committee
At December 31, 2016

From left to right:

Tim Shortill

Karen Danylak

Hugh O’Reilly

Vice-President, Strategy,
Communications and
Public Affairs

Assistant Vice-President,
Corporate Affairs
Corporate Secretary

President and CEO

John Walsh

James Davis

Managing Director,
General Counsel

Chief Investment Officer

Doug Michael
Chief Financial Officer

Reg Swamy
Chief Pension Officer & Senior
Vice-President, Human Resources
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Independent
Auditor’s Report

To the Trustees of the Ontario Public
Service Employees Union Pension
Plan Trust Fund, Administrator of the
Ontario Public Service Employees
Union Pension Plan
We have audited the accompanying
financial statements of Ontario Public
Service Employees Union Pension Plan,
which comprise the statements of
financial position as at December 31,
2016 and 2015 and the statements
of changes in net assets available for
benefits, changes in surplus and changes
in pension obligations for the years then
ended, and the related notes, which
comprise a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explana
tory information.

Management’s responsibility
for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the
preparation and fair presentation of
these financial statements in accordance
with Canadian accounting standards
for pension plans, and for such internal
control as management determines is
necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.
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Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on
our audits. We conducted our audits in
accordance with Canadian generally
accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we comply with
ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material
misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures
to obtain audit evidence about the
amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of
material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments,
the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in
order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control. An audit also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by manage
ment, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.
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We believe that the audit evidence we
have obtained in our audits is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements
present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of Ontario Public
Service Employees Union Pension Plan
as at December 31, 2016 and 2015 and
the changes in its net assets available for
benefits, changes in surplus and changes
in its pension obligations for the years
then ended in accordance with Canadian
accounting standards for pension plans.

Chartered Professional Accountants,
Licensed Public Accountants
March 8, 2017
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Opinion
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Towers Watson Canada Inc. (Willis Towers
Watson) was retained by the Board of
Trustees of the Ontario Public Service
Employees Union Pension Plan (the
Plan) to perform an actuarial valuation
of the Plan as at December 31, 2016. The
purpose of this valuation is to determine
the pension obligations of the Plan as at
December 31, 2016, for inclusion in the
Plan’s financial statements in accordance
with Section 4600 of the Chartered
Professional Accountants of Canada
(CPA Canada) Handbook.

• t he actuarial cost method prescribed

We have undertaken such a valuation
and provided our related report. As this
valuation was undertaken for purposes
of the Plan’s financial statements under
the CPA Canada Handbook Section 4600,
it might not be appropriate for other
purposes and should not be relied upon
or used for any other purpose.

No changes have been made to the
actuarial assumptions affecting the
pension obligations since the previous
valuation for the purpose of the Plan’s
financial statements at December 31,
2015.

The results of the valuation disclosed
total going concern pension obligations
of $17,316 million in respect of service
accrued to December 31, 2016.
The valuation of the Plan’s going concern
pension obligations was based on:

 embers’ demographic data provid‑
• m
ed by OPTrust management as at
September 30, 2016 projected to
December 31, 2016, using manage
ment’s estimates of experience for
the intervening period;

by the CPA Canada Handbook Section
4600; and

• a ssumptions about future events
(for example, economic factors
such as future rates of inflation and
returns on the pension fund, as well
as demographic factors) which were
developed by OPTrust management in
consultation with Willis Towers Watson
and have been adopted by OPTrust
management and approved by the
Board.

We have reviewed the data used for the
valuation and have performed tests of
reasonableness and consistency.

• t he valuation has been completed in
accordance with our understanding
of the requirements of the Chartered
Professional Accountants of Canada
(CPA Canada) Handbook Section 4600.
Nonetheless, differences between future
experience and the assumptions about
such future events will result in gains or
losses which will be revealed in future
valuations.
Our valuation was prepared and our
opinions given in accordance with
accepted actuarial practice in Canada.
Towers Watson Canada Inc.

Ian Markham
Fellow, Canadian Institute of Actuaries

In our opinion,

• t he membership data are sufficient and
reliable for the purpose of the valuation;

• t he assumptions adopted are
appropriate for the purpose of the
valuation;

• t he methods employed in the valuation
are appropriate for the purpose of the
valuation; and

Laura Newman
Fellow, Canadian Institute of Actuaries
Toronto, Ontario
March 8, 2017
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Management’s
Responsibility
for Financial
Reporting

Management of the OPSEU Pension
Plan Trust Fund (OPTrust) is responsible
for the integrity and fairness of
the data presented in the financial
statements and the financial information
presented in the funded status report.
The financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with Canadian
accounting standards for pension
plans and comply with the financial
reporting requirements of the Pension
Benefits Act of Ontario. The financial
statements include amounts that must,
of necessity, be based on the best
estimates and judgment of management
with appropriate consideration as
to materiality. Financial information
presented throughout the funded status
report is consistent with the financial
statements.
Management has recognized the
importance of OPTrust maintaining
and reinforcing a high standard of
conduct in all of its actions, including
the preparation and publication of
statements fairly presenting the financial
position of the OPSEU Pension Plan (the
Plan). Systems of internal control and
supporting procedures are maintained
to provide assurance that transactions
are properly authorized, assets are
safeguarded against unauthorized use
or disposition and proper records are
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maintained. The systems are augmented
by the careful selection and training
of qualified staff, the establishment of
organizational structures providing for a
well-defined division of responsibilities,
and the communication of policies
and guidelines of business conduct
throughout OPTrust.
The Board of Trustees has the ultimate
responsibility for the financial statements
presented to plan members. The Audit,
Finance and Risk Committee, consisting
of Trustees appointed by each of the
Government and OPSEU, reviews the
financial statements with management
and the external auditors before such
statements are recommended to the
Board of Trustees for approval. The Audit,
Finance and Risk Committee meets
on a regular basis with management
and the external auditors to review
the scope of the audit, discuss auditor
findings, and satisfy themselves that their
responsibilities have been adequately
discharged.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, the Plan’s
external auditor, have conducted an
independent examination of the financial
statements in accordance with Canadian
generally accepted auditing standards
and have expressed their opinion upon
completion of such examination in their
report to the Board of Trustees. The

|
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auditors have full and unrestricted access
to the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee
to discuss their audit and related findings
as to the integrity of the Plan’s financial
reporting and the adequacy of the
internal control systems.

Hugh O’Reilly
President and CEO

Doug Michael
Chief Financial Officer
March 8, 2017
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As at December 31 ($ millions)								
2016				
		

Statement of
Financial Position

2015

ASSETS		
Investments (Note 4)							
Contributions receivable (Note 8) 						
Other assets								

19,945
		
53 				
4 				

19,400
51
5

										

20,002

			

19,456

Accounts payable and accrued charges 						
49
Investment-related liabilities (Note 4)					 908

			
			

54
1,003

										
957

			

1,057

19,045 				

18,399

					

17,316

			

16,756

SURPLUS (Note 7)								

1,729

			

1,643

19,045 				

18,399

2016				

2015

LIABILITIES		

NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS

PENSION OBLIGATIONS (Note 6)

PENSION OBLIGATIONS AND SURPLUS

			

			

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

For the years ended December 31 ($ millions)							
			

Statement of
Changes in Surplus

SURPLUS, BEGINNING OF YEAR					1,643

			

1,544

			
			

918
(819)

CHANGE IN SURPLUS		
Increase in net assets available for benefits					
646
Increase in net pension obligations 					 (560)

NET INCREASE IN SURPLUS

					

SURPLUS, END OF YEAR						

86 				

1,729

		

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

The financial statements were authorized for issue by the Board
of Trustees on March 8, 2017 and were signed on its behalf by:
Vicki Ringelberg
Chair

Tim Hannah
Vice-Chair
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Changes in Net Assets
Available for Benefits
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2016				

NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
Changes due to investment activities

		

18,399 				

Investment income (Note 5)

						

541 			

Net gain on investments (Note 5)

						

584

Investment management and administrative expenses (Note 5 and 10a)			

2015

17,481
518

			

983

(88)				

(190)

									
1,037

			

1,311

Changes due to pension activities
Contributions (Note 8)

						

Benefits paid (Note 9)							
Pension administrative expenses (Note 10b)

				

529

			

522

(900)				

(897)

(20)

			

(18)

		
					 			

(391)				

(393)

INCREASE IN NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS 		

646

918

NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS, END OF YEAR			

19,045

		
			

18,399

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

For the years ended December 31 ($ millions)							

Statement of
Changes in Pension
Obligations

PENSION OBLIGATIONS, BEGINNING OF YEAR

				

2016				

16,756 			

2015

15,937

		

INCREASE IN PENSION OBLIGATIONS
Interest accrued on benefits
Benefits accrued

						

							

Assumption changes (Note 6)

						

951 				

958

469 				

438

–

			

							 		
1,420 			

		

649
2,045

DECREASE IN PENSION OBLIGATIONS		
Benefits paid (Note 9)

						

900 				

897

Experience (losses)/gains (Note 6)

						

(40) 			

329

										
860 				

		

INCREASE IN NET PENSION OBLIGATIONS				
PENSION OBLIGATIONS, END OF YEAR				
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

560				
17,316

			

1,226
819
16,756
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Notes to the Financial Statements
1. Description of the OPSEU Pension Plan
The OPSEU Pension Plan (the Plan) is a jointly sponsored pension plan that provides
pension benefits for employees of the Province of Ontario (the Province or Government
of Ontario) in bargaining units represented by the Ontario Public Service Employees
Union (OPSEU) and certain other bargaining units and employers. The Plan was established
under the terms of the April 18, 1994 Sponsorship Agreement between the Province
and OPSEU (the sponsors), which also provided for the establishment of the OPSEU
Pension Plan Trust Fund (OPTrust or the Trust) to hold the assets of the Plan, and
implemented by the OPSEU Pension Act, 1994.
The Sponsorship Agreement establishes the Province and OPSEU as joint sponsors of
the Plan. The Trustees of the Plan are responsible for the administration and manage
ment of both the Plan, as described in the October 25,1994 Trust Agreement between
the sponsors, and the Trust. The Board of Trustees is composed of 10 persons, five
appointed by each of the Province and OPSEU.
The Plan is registered under the Pension Benefits Act (Ontario) and the Income Tax Act
(Canada) under registration number 1012046. The Plan is a Registered Pension Plan as
defined in the Income Tax Act and is not subject to income tax in Canada. However, the
Trust and its subsidiaries are subject to other federal, provincial and municipal tax in
Canada, and may be subject to tax in other countries.
These financial statements reflect the aggregate financial position of the Trust, including
the net assets available for benefits, pension obligations, and surplus/deficit.
A. MEMBERSHIP
The Plan's membership is comprised of mandatory permanent (full-time, part-time and
seasonal) and optional fixed-term contract employees represented by OPSEU, certain
permissible bargaining agents, and other designated employees, employed by the
following organizations:

•
•
•
•
•

T he Province of Ontario (civil servants and crown employees)
A
 lcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario
Centre

for Addiction and Mental Health
Legislative

Assembly of Ontario
L iquor Control Board of Ontario

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

N
 iagara Parks Commission
North

Bay Regional Health Centre (Northeast Mental Health Centre)
O
 ntario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion
O
 ntario Lottery and Gaming Corporation
O
 ntario Pension Board
O
 ntario College of Trades
O
 ntario Public Service Employees Union (seconded or acting employees)
Ontario

Shores Centre for Mental Health Sciences
O
 ntario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board
O
 PSEU Pension Plan Trust Fund (includes non-bargaining unit employees)
P
 rovidence Continuing Care Centre
S t. Joseph’s Care Group – Lakehead Psychiatric Hospital
W
 aypoint Centre for Mental Health Care
W
 orkplace Safety and Insurance Appeals Tribunal

B. FUNDING
Contributions and investment earnings fund plan benefits. The determination of the
value of the benefits and required contributions is based on periodic actuarial valuations
for funding purposes.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
The Plan’s contributions and benefits are integrated with the Canada Pension Plan (CPP).
The contribution rate for both employers and employees was 9.4% (2015 – 9.4%) of salary
up to the Year’s Maximum Pensionable Earnings (YMPE) under the CPP and 11% (2015 –
11%) of salary above the YMPE. Sponsors have agreed that the contribution rate, except
in extenuating circumstances, will not exceed this level until at least December 31, 2017.
D. PURCHASE OR BUY BACK OF PAST SERVICE
Eligible members of the Plan can purchase or “buy back” past service for leaves of
absences or employment service before joining the Plan (e.g. contract, casual or nonOntario Public Service employment), subject to Income Tax Act limits. Member payments
are required for all buyback types and for some, employers make a matching payment.
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E. PENSION BENEFITS
Members’ benefits become immediately vested upon Plan enrolment. The Plan
provides for the payment of a pension benefit equal to 2% of the average of the best
five consecutive years of salary, for each year of pension service; which at age 65 is
reduced by an amount that roughly estimates the amount of CPP benefits earned
during membership, as reflected by the lower contributions made for earnings up to
the YMPE. The reduction at age 65 equals 0.655% multiplied by the lesser of the best
five-year average annual salary or the final five-year average of the YMPE, multiplied
by the member’s years of pension service after 1965 (maximum of 35 years).
An unreduced pension is payable at age 65 (the Plan’s normal retirement age), or
before age 65, if the member’s age and years of pension service total 90 (Factor 90),
or when the member reaches age 60 and has 20 or more years of pension service.
Reduced pensions are available to members who retire at or after age 55 and before
age 65 and are not entitled to unreduced benefits. The pension reduction is equal to
5% for each year that the member is under age 65 when he or she retires.
F. INFLATION PROTECTION
An adjustment to pension benefits to account for inflation is made annually based on
changes to the Consumer Price Index to a maximum of 8% in any one year. Where the
inflation adjustment exceeds 8% in any one year, the excess is carried forward to any
subsequent year when the adjustment is less than 8%. The adjustment is made to both
current and deferred pensions. The inflation adjustment was 1.3% at January 1, 2017
(January 1, 2016 – 1.3%).
G. DEATH BENEFITS
Upon the death of a member or pensioner, death benefits are available to a surviving
eligible spouse, eligible children, designated beneficiary, or estate. The death benefit
may be in the form of a survivor pension, a lump sum payment or both. The Plan
provides a 60% survivor pension to an eligible spouse at no cost to the pensioner.
Survivor pensions are also available to the member’s or pensioner’s children in certain
circumstances.
In the case of limited life expectancy, provisions exist to access lump sum payouts,
provided eligible spouses waive their entitlement to a survivor pension.
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H. DISABILITY PENSIONS
A disability pension is available to members with a minimum of 10 years of pension service
in the Plan and who meet the established criteria. The amount of the disability pension
depends on the years of pension service and the average salary of the disabled member.
I. DEFERRED PENSIONS
Members, who terminate membership in the Plan before retirement, have the option of
leaving their money in the Plan and receiving a pension at retirement age. In addition,
members who are moved to other employers in a divestment situation and are enrolled
in a new pension plan will be set up for a special deferred pension where transfer options
do not exist or are not desired. The value of deferred pensions increases annually by the
annual inflation adjustment. As of January 1, 2014, changes to the Pension Benefits Act
allow previously divested persons to transfer their deferred pensions to another pension
plan, where a transfer agreement is in place.
J. TERMINATION PAYMENTS
Subject to certain restrictions, a member who terminates Plan membership before
retirement may be entitled to transfer the commuted value of his or her pension to a
registered retirement savings plan (RRSP) or use these funds to purchase a life annuity.
Excess contributions may also be transferred to an RRSP or paid directly to the former
member, subject to withholding of income tax and applicable limits under the Income
Tax Act.
K. TRANSFERS
In certain circumstances, a member who terminates employment before retirement
may be entitled to transfer the value of his or her pension to another pension plan, if
OPTrust has a reciprocal transfer agreement with that plan. In addition, members who
are promoted to management or certain professional groups are subject to a mandatory
transfer of benefits to the Public Service Pension Plan (administered by the Ontario
Pension Board).
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2. Significant Accounting Policies
A. BASIS OF PRESENTATION
These financial statements are prepared in accordance with Chartered Professional
Accountants of Canada (CPA Canada) Handbook Section 4600 – Pension Plans (s4600).
This standard is the basis for Canadian accounting standards for pension plans. The
recognition and measurement of OPTrust’s assets and liabilities are consistent with
the requirements of s4600.
In the selection or change of accounting policies that do not relate to its investment
portfolio or pension obligations, OPTrust has chosen to comply on a consistent
basis with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) to the extent that
those standards do not conflict with the requirements of s4600.
The financial statements present the aggregate financial position of the Trust as
a separate financial reporting entity independent of the participating employers,
bargaining units, plan members and pensioners. Certain prior year financial
information has been reclassified to conform with the presentation adopted in
the current year.
B. USE OF ESTIMATES
In preparing these financial statements, management must make certain estimates
and assumptions that primarily affect the reported values of assets and liabilities,
income and expenses and related disclosures. Actual amounts could differ from
these estimates. Significant estimates included in the financial statements relate to
the valuation of real estate investments, private market investments, certain fund
investments and the determination of the pension obligations.
C. INVESTMENTS
Investments, investment receivables, investment payables and investment-related
obligations are financial instruments, and are recognized on a trade date basis and
stated at fair value. OPTrust uses IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement in determining fair
value whereby fair value is the most representative price within the bid-ask spread.
i) Valuation of investments
The fair value of investments is the price that would be received to sell an asset or
paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the
measurement date. The determination of fair value is based on market conditions at a
specific point in time and may not be reflective of future values. Fair values determined
using valuation models and techniques require the use of assumptions that may not
be supported by observable market transactions or available market data. In such

cases, fair values may be significantly impacted by the choice of assumptions. In periods
of economic turmoil or when markets are illiquid, the determination of fair value may
be more difficult to establish.
Fair values are determined as follows:
Short-term Investments
For short-term investments, fair value is determined using cost plus accrued interest
or the average of market quotes of closing bid and ask prices. Short-term investments
comprise direct investments and include reinvested cash collateral that is comprised of
fixed rate instruments.
Bonds and Real Return Bonds
Fair value is the average of market quotes of closing bid and ask prices. Where quoted
prices are not available, estimated values are calculated using discounted cash flows
based on current market yields for comparable securities or market information.
Pooled Funds
For pooled fixed income and equity funds, fair value is determined through reference
to the net asset values as reported by the external fund manager and reviewed by
management.
Bank Loan Notes
Bank loan notes that are arranged by banks are comprised of debt from companies and
are backed with collateral assets. The average of the institutional bid and ask evaluation
prices is used when both are present. In the absence of institutional bid evaluation,
vendor pricing based on proprietary models are used, which approximate the price a
dealer would pay for a security.
Public Equity
Generally, closing quoted market price is the most representative of fair value. Where a
market price is not available, fair value is determined using comparable market information.
Hedge Funds
Hedge funds are recorded at fair value based on net asset values provided by each of
the funds’ external administrators and are reviewed by management.
Real Estate
Fair value is determined using appropriate valuation techniques and management’s
and/or third party best estimates. Income producing properties are valued based on
independent appraisals that are conducted at least once every three years. Where
external appraisers are engaged to perform the valuation, management reviews the
assumptions used by the appraisers.
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Investments held through limited partnerships or fund investments are valued using
the values reported by the external fund managers and updated for any specific market
and other investment factors known to OPTrust that could affect the fair value of the
investment.
Mortgages held on real estate investments are valued using discounted cash flows
based on market yields of securities with comparable credit risk and term to maturity.
Private Markets
Private markets include private equity and infrastructure investments that are held
directly or through ownership in limited partnership arrangements or via fund
investments. Fair value is determined using appropriate valuation techniques and
management’s and/or third party best estimates. For investments held through limited
partnerships or funds, fair value is generally determined by the external investment
manager using accepted valuation methods and other relevant information, which is
reviewed by management and updated for any specific market and other investment
factors known to OPTrust that could affect the fair value of the investment.
Derivatives
Derivative contracts are financial contracts, the value of which is derived from changes
in underlying assets, interest rates, foreign exchange rates, commodities or indices.
Market prices are used for exchange-traded derivatives such as futures. Where quoted
market prices are not available, appropriate valuation techniques are used to determine
fair value. Derivative contracts are transacted by OPTrust either directly with counter
parties in the over-the-counter (OTC) market or on regulated exchanges, and include
the following types of contracts:
Interest rate swaps
An interest rate swap is a contractual agreement between two parties to exchange a
series of fixed for floating cash flows based on a notional amount of principal. OPTrust
utilizes interest rate swaps to manage interest rate exposures and duration exposures.
Total return swaps
A total return swap is a contractual agreement between two parties to exchange cash
flows based on changes in the value and cash flows of the referenced asset. OPTrust
uses total return swaps to gain exposure and benefit from referenced assets without
directly owning the asset.
Credit default swaps
A credit default swap is a contractual agreement between two parties to provide
protection against a change in value of referenced debt instruments. The purchaser
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pays premiums to the seller on the credit default swap in return for payment related to
a change in the value of the referenced asset in case of a credit event. OPTrust utilizes
credit default swaps to promote credit diversification and for risk diversification.
Inflation swaps
An inflation swap is a contractual agreement between two parties to exchange cash
flows based on changes in the rate of inflation. OPTrust uses inflation swaps to manage
its exposure to inflation risks.
Currency swaps
A currency swap is a contractual agreement between two parties to exchange cash
flows based on changes in one currency versus another. OPTrust uses currency swaps to
manage its interest rate and currency exposures for both hedging and active purposes.
Foreign exchange forwards
A foreign exchange forward contract is a contractual agreement between two parties
to exchange a notional amount of one currency for another at a specified price for
settlement on a predetermined date in the future. OPTrust uses foreign exchange
forward contracts to modify currency exposure for both hedging and active currency
management.
Bond forwards
A bond forward is a contractual agreement to buy or sell bonds or a bond index at a
specified price and date in the future. OPTrust utilizes bond forward contracts to manage
its interest rate and duration exposure in specific bond markets.
Equity and bond futures
Equity and bond futures are standardized contracts to either buy or sell specified equity/
bond indices at a specific price and date in the future. Futures are transacted between
counterparties on regulated futures exchanges and are subject to daily cash settlement
of changes in fair value. OPTrust utilizes equity and bond index futures contracts to
manage its exposure to public equity and bond markets.
Options
Options are contractual agreements under which the seller (writer) grants the purchaser
the right, but not the obligation, either to buy (call option) or sell (put option) a security,
exchange rate, interest rate or other financial instrument at a predetermined price at or
by the specified future date. They may be acquired in standardized amounts on regulated
exchanges or may be customized and acquired in the OTC market. OPTrust utilizes
options to manage its directional and volatility exposure to its derivatives portfolio for
both hedging and active purposes.
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Securities Sold Under Resell and Repurchase Agreements
Securities purchased under resell agreements (resell agreements) and securities sold
under repurchase agreements (repo agreements) are agreements where OPTrust buys
and sells securities and simultaneously agrees to sell and buy them back at a specified
price at a future date. Resell and repo agreements are carried at cost, which together
with accrued interest approximates fair value due to their short-term nature.
Collateral
Cash collateral provided by OPTrust as cash margin is included as a component of cash
and short-term investments. For collateral other than cash, if the party to whom the
collateral is provided does not have the right to sell or re-pledge, the asset remains as
an investment in OPTrust’s financial statements.
ii) Income recognition
Net investment income includes interest and dividends, income from real estate and
private market investments, realized gains and losses on disposal of investments, and
unrealized gains and losses resulting from changes in the fair value of investments.
Investment income is recognized on an accrual basis when earned.
Realized gains and losses arise from the sale of the investment and represent the
difference between proceeds on disposal and cost. Unrealized gains and losses
represent the change in the difference between the estimated fair value and cost
of the investment held.
iii) Transaction fees
Transaction fees include incremental costs attributable to the acquisition, issue or
disposal of investment assets or liabilities, and are expensed as incurred.
iv) External management fees
External management fees for portfolio management are expensed and included in
investment management expenses.
D. PENSION OBLIGATIONS
The value of pension obligations is determined based on actuarial valuations prepared
by an independent actuarial firm. Actuarial valuations are prepared every year for
financial statement reporting purposes (financial statement valuations) and at least every
three years for purposes of determining funding requirements (funding valuations).
For financial reporting purposes, the CPA Canada Handbook requires that pension plans
report the actuarial value of pension obligations using management’s best estimate
assumptions and the projected unit credit method, prorated on service.

This method calculates the actuarial value of pension benefits accrued up to the financial
reporting date, after the projected benefits have been attributed equally to each year of
a member’s service. This method differs from the modified aggregate method used for
funding purposes, which includes current members’ expected future contributions and
margins of conservatism in the setting of economic assumptions.
E. CONTRIBUTIONS
Contributions from members and employers that are due at year-end, including those
relating to purchases of credit for prior employment or leave, and transfers into the Plan,
are recorded as a receivable. The carrying value of the receivable approximates fair value
due to their short-term nature.
F. BENEFIT PAYMENTS
Payments of pensions, refunds and transfers are recorded in the period in which they
are incurred; amounts due at year-end are recorded in accounts payable and accrued
charges.
G. SURPLUS/DEFICIT
Surplus or deficit results from the excess or shortfall of the value of net assets available
for benefits over the actuarial value of pension obligations.
H. FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION
Foreign currency transactions are translated into Canadian dollars at the rates of exchange
prevailing at the dates of the transactions. The fair value of investments and cash balances
denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the rates in effect at year-end. The
resulting unrealized gain or loss is included in the statement of changes in net assets
available for benefits.
I. FAIR VALUE DISCLOSURES
All financial instruments measured at fair value are categorized into one of three
hierarchy levels, described below, for disclosure purposes. Each level is based on the
transparency of the inputs used to measure the fair values of assets and liabilities:
Level 1 – inputs are unadjusted quoted prices of identical assets or liabilities in active
markets.
Level 2 – inputs are other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for
the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.
Level 3 – one or more significant inputs used in a valuation technique are unobservable
in determining fair values of the assets or liabilities.
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Determination of fair value and the resulting hierarchy requires the use of observable
market data whenever available. The classification of a financial instrument in the
hierarchy is based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to the measurement
of fair value.
J. ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ISSUED BUT NOT APPLIED
On January 13, 2016 the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) issued IFRS 16
Leases (IFRS 16) replacing IAS 17 Leases. IFRS 16 brings most leases on the Statement of
Financial Position and eliminates the distinction between operating and finance leases.
The new standard will come into effect for periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019
with early adoption permitted. OPTrust does not expect any material impact of adopting
IFRS 16 on future financial results.
On July 24, 2014 the International Accounting Standards Board issued IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments (IFRS 9) replacing IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement.
IFRS 9 includes new classification and measurement requirements for financial assets
and liabilities. The new standard will come into effect for periods beginning on or after
January 1, 2018 with early adoption permitted. OPTrust does not expect any material
impact of adopting IFRS 9 on future financial results.

3. Risk Management
A. INVESTMENT RISK
The Trust is subject to certain investment risks and engages in risk management
practices to help ensure that sufficient assets will be available to fund pension benefits.
Investment risks include market risk (interest rate risk, foreign currency risk, equity price
risk, commodity risk and inflation risk), credit risk and liquidity risk.
The management of these investment risks is addressed in OPTrust’s Risk Appetite
Statement and management policies, and is monitored at the Investment Strategy and
Risk Committee.
Investment risk includes the following types of risk:
i) Market risk
Market risk is the risk that the value of an investment will be adversely affected by
changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, equity prices and/or commodity prices.
OPTrust manages market risk through investment management practices designed to
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optimize the relationship between risk and return and the diversification of investments
across a variety of asset classes. Risk mitigation strategies aimed at lowering the total
fund’s risk level are actively employed.
Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument
will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates. The potential exposure results
from either changes in floating interest rates reducing cash flows or changes in the asset
values for fixed rate securities (e.g. bonds). During periods of rising interest rates, the
market value of the existing fixed income securities will generally decrease. See Note 4
for sensitivity to changes in assumptions.
The Trust manages interest rate risk relative to its liabilities, investing so that there is
an appropriate mix between interest-sensitive investments and those subject to other
risks. There are also certain private market and real estate investments which may have
interest rate components making them subject to interest rate exposure.
Duration is a measure of the sensitivity of portfolios subject to interest rates to parallel
shifts in the yield curve. The duration of the fixed income portfolio is 15.6 years as at
December 31, 2016 (2015 – 8.6 years). A 1% increase/(decrease) in interest rates, with all
other variables held constant, would result in a (decrease)/increase in the value of the
fixed income portfolio of $648 million (2015 – $406 million).
Foreign Currency Risk
Foreign currency risk is the risk that the value of foreign investments will be affected by
changes in foreign currency exchange rates for Canadian dollars. Currency risk is managed
at the total Trust level by targeting currency exposures that help to diversify risk.
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Equity Price Risk

The Trust’s market value exposure to foreign exchange risk is as follows:

Equity price risk is the risk that the fair value of a financial instrument will fluctuate
						
because of changes in equity market prices whether those changes are caused by
				
2016
2015
		
As at December 31 ($ millions)

Gross
exposure

Impact of
derivativesa

Net
exposure

Net
exposure

Canadian Dollar
10,076
3,955
14,031
14,084
Investments subject
to currency risk
Developed markets				
United States Dollar
5,325
(1,644)
3,681
1,606
British Pound Sterling
656
(568)
88
196
Euro
1,221
(1,248)
(27)
418
Hong Kong Dollar
222
–
222
391
Australian Dollar
354
(211)
143
29
Europe – Other
213
(55)
158
308
Asia Pacific – Other
271
(279)
(8)
299
Emerging markets
699
50
749
1,066
		

NET INVESTMENTS

8,961

(3,955)

5,006

4,313

19,037

–

19,037

18,397

a T he impact of derivatives represents the foreign currency exposure represented by the notional amount hedged
using forward currency contracts.

The impact of a 5% absolute change in the Canadian dollar against the top five currencies
held at year-end, holding all other variables constant would have resulted in a $208
million change in the net assets available for benefits as at December 31, 2016 (2015 –
$115 million).
2016

2015

Change
versus
Canadian
Dollar

Change in
net assets
available for
benefits

Change in
net assets
available for
benefits

+/- 5%
+/- 5%
+/- 5%
+/- 5%
+/- 5%

+/- 177
+/- 11
+/- 7
+/- 7
+/- 6

+/- 74
+/- 19
+/- 11
+/- 10
+/- 1

TOTAL		

+/- 208

+/- 115

			

		

		
		
As at December 31 ($ millions)

United States Dollar
Hong Kong Dollar
Indian Rupee
New Taiwan Dollar
Australian Dollar

factors specific to the individual financial instrument or its issuer, or factors affecting all
similar financial instruments traded in the market. OPTrust is exposed to equity price risk
through its investment in public and private equities. OPTrust manages equity price risk
through adherence to approved policies and guidelines.
The table below shows the impact of a 10% change in the developed, private equity,
Canadian and emerging markets.
As at December 31 ($ millions)				2016

2015

									
Change in
							
Change in
net assets
							
market
available
Equity marketa Market index		
indexb
for benefits

Change in
net assets
available
for benefits

+/- 214
+/- 86
+/- 39
+/- 61

+/- 173
+/- 121
+/- 103
+/- 50

TOTAL					
+/- 400

+/- 447

Developed
Private equity
Canadian
Emerging

MSCI World Index			
MSCI World Index			
S&P/TSX Composite Index		
MSCI EMF Index		

+/- 10%
+/- 10%
+/- 10%
+/- 10%

a Equity market is based on the portfolio mandates of the investment managers.
b 	For each equity category, the expected effect of a 10% change in the market index is estimated using the most
recent four years of market data.
Currency exchange rates are not affected by the change in market indices.

Commodity Price Risk
Commodity price risk is the risk that the fair value of investments will fluctuate due
to changes in market prices of commodities. In 2016 and 2015, OPTrust had no direct
exposure to commodities.
Inflation Risk
Inflation risk is the risk that fair value or future cash flows of an instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in current inflation or expected future inflation. OPTrust has direct
inflation risk through investments in Canadian real return bonds and indirect inflation
risk through infrastructure and real estate investments where inflation inputs are used to
determine the fair value of investments.
Value at Risk
OPTrust uses Value at Risk (VaR) methodology to monitor market risk in the overall fund.
VaR is a statistical technique that is used to estimate the potential loss in a portfolio as a
result of movements in market risk factors over a specified time period and for a specified
confidence level. The VaR methodology uses at least 10 years of weekly returns to estimate
VaR at the given confidence level scaled to a one-year holding period.
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VaR is a valid measure under normal market conditions and assumes that historic
market data can be used to estimate future risk. If future market behaviour is significantly
different from the past, or if severe market events occur, the actual losses could be
materially different from the VaR estimates.
The table below highlights the loss, in normal markets, that could be expected in a year,
based on the VaR methodology at the 95% confidence level.
						
		
2016		
2015
		
%		
%
As at December 31 ($ millions)

Net investments

Potential
loss

Potential
loss

(1,264)

-6.6%

Potential
loss

Potential
loss

(1,286)	-7.0%
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In 2016, VaR decreased as a result of reducing exposure to public equities and increasing exposure
to high-quality government bonds.
In addition to the management of absolute risk, the Risk Appetite Statement sets limits on how the
funded status could change under two stress scenarios approved by the Board.
ii) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss due to a counterparty, borrower, endorser or guarantor failing
to make payments under its contractual obligations. OPTrust has exposure to credit risk through
debt securities and OTC derivatives.
OPTrust mitigates credit risk on debt securities through adherence to approved policies and guide
lines, which includes guidelines on the Trust’s exposure to single issuers. Issuer type credit risk
from OTC derivatives is managed by only dealing with highly-rated counterparties and requiring
certain counterparties to post collateral in order to back the fair value of these derivative contracts.

The fair value of the investments exposed to credit risk, by credit rating, is as follows:
				
2016

		
Government,						

		
corporate					
Short-term
bonds and bank
Real return
			
As at December 31 ($ millions)
investments
loan notes
bonds
Swaps
Forwards		
Total

AAA/R-1 High
AA/R-1 Mid
A/R-1 Low
BBB/R-2 Low or lower

1,094
1,020
105
2

821
533
1,914
337

438
–
–
–

–
24
–
–

–
32
48 		
2		

2,353
1,609
2,067
341

TOTAL

2,221

3,605

438

24

82

6,370

				
2015

		
Government,						
		
corporate					
Short-term
bonds and bank
Real return				
As at December 31 ($ millions)
investments
loan notes
bonds
Swaps
Forwards		
Total

AAA/R-1 High
AA/R-1 Mid
A/R-1 Low
BBB/R-2 Low or lower

435
405
112
14

1,079
343
1,630
958

462
–
–
6

–
53
2
–

–
13
7 		
– 		

1,976
814
1,751
978

TOTAL

966

4,010

468

55

20

5,519

60
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Credit risk for investments is measured by the positive fair value of the contractual
obligations with the counterparties less any collateral or margin received as at the
reporting date. The Trust has exposure to derivatives as follows:
				
		
As at December 31 ($ millions)

Notional
amounta

Fair value
assets

2016			2015
Fair value
liabilities

Notional
amounta

Fair value
assets

Fair value
liabilities

Forwards						
Currency
8,530
82
(52)
10,678
3
(326)
Bond
–
–
–
17
18
(2)
Futures						
Equity
132
–
–
1,436
–
–
Bond
746
–
–
822
–
–
Options						
Currency
3
4
–
51
–
–
Equity
2
–
(1)
–
–
–
Interest rate
–
–
–
2
3
–
Swaps						
Interest rate
120
1
(1)
979
12
(1)
Total return
55
23
–
108
42
–
Credit default
29
–
–
94
1
–
Inflation
–
–
–
12
–
–
Currency
34
–
–
–
–
–
TOTAL DERIVATIVES

9,651

110

(54)

14,199

79

a The notional amounts of derivative contracts represent the nominal or face amount that is used to calculate the cash payments made on that contract.				

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement
of financial position where OPTrust currently has a legally enforceable right to set-off the
recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis or realize the asset
and settle the liability simultaneously. In the normal course of business, OPTrust enters
into various master netting agreements or other similar arrangements that do not meet
the criteria for offsetting in the statement of financial position but still allow for the related
amounts to be set off in certain circumstances, such as bankruptcy or the termination of
the contracts.

(329)
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The following table presents the recognized financial instruments that are offset, or subject to enforceable
master netting agreements as at December 31, 2016 and 2015. Similar arrangements include repo agreements,
resell agreements, security lending agreements and any related rights to financial collateral.
				

2016

Related amounts not set off in the
					
statement of financial position
			
Gross amounts
Net amounts					
		
Gross amounts
of recognized
of financial
Financial
		
of recognized
financial
instruments		
collateral
financial
instruments
presented
Financial
(held)/
As at December 31 ($ millions)
instruments
set-off
(Note 4)
instruments
pledged
Net amount

					

Financial assets		
Derivative instruments
126
(16)
110
Resell agreements
3
–
3
Securities lending
407
–
407

(9)
–
–

(1)
(3)
(407)

100
–
–

TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS

(9)

(411)

100

				
Financial liabilities				
Derivative instruments
(70)
16
(54)
9
Repo agreements
(793)
–
(793)
–

5
791

(40)
(2)

TOTAL FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

796

(42)

536

(863)

(16)

16

				

520

(847)

9

2015

Related amounts not set off in the
					
statement of financial position
			
Gross amounts
Net amounts					
		
Gross amounts
of recognized
of financial		
Financial
		
of recognized
financial
instruments		
collateral
financial
instruments
presented
Financial
(held)/
As at December 31 ($ millions)
instruments
set-off
(Note 4)
instruments
pledged
Net amount

					

Financial assets				
Derivative instruments
94
(15)
79
–
Securities lending
1,045
–
1,045
–

(12)
(1,045)

67
–

TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS

–

(1,057)

67

				
Financial liabilities				
Derivative instruments
(344)
15
(329)
–
Repo agreements
(565)
–
(565)
–

38
565

(291)
–

TOTAL FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

603

(291)

1,139

(909)

(15)

15

1,124

(894)

–
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Collateral is collected from counterparties to manage credit risk from OTC derivatives in
accordance with the Credit Support Annex (CSA), which forms part of the International
Swaps and Derivative’s Association (ISDA) master agreements. It is common practice to
execute a CSA in conjunction with an ISDA master agreement. Under the ISDA master
agreement for OTC derivatives, OPTrust has a right to offset in the event of default,
insolvency, bankruptcy or other early termination. In the case of exchange-traded
derivatives subject to derivative clearing agreements with the exchanges and clearing
houses, there is no provision to offset against obligations to the same counterparty.
As at December 31, 2016, collateral of $1 million (2015 – $12 million) was held and
$5 million (2015 – $38 million) was pledged by OPTrust. OPTrust had $17 million (2015
– $63 million) in cash margin for its futures contracts.
The Trust pledges and receives securities collateral to/from counterparties for resell and
repo agreements. As at December 31, 2016, collateral held for resell agreements was $3
million (2015 – nil) and collateral pledged for repo agreements was $791 million (2015
– $565 million), with an associated liability of $793 million (2015 – $565 million) and a
receivable of $3 million (2015 – nil).

iii) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the potential that OPTrust will not be able to meet payment obligations
from pension payments, operating expenses or investment activities as they come due.
OPTrust has exposure to liquidity risk through its investment commitments which are
required to be funded in future periods, as well as through holding certain investments
including funds, private market and real estate investments, which by nature are less
liquid than public market assets (see Note 11). An additional source of liquidity risk
exposure is OPTrust’s use of leverage and derivatives.
The Trust forecasts and manages cash flows to ensure it meets its obligations when due,
without unintended early liquidation of assets. The Trust’s cash and liquidity positions are
monitored daily against guidelines established in a liquidity framework. Both short-term
and longer-term cash and liquidity requirements are assessed within this framework.
Liquidity risk is managed by holding unencumbered securities that can be sold under
repo agreements in order to raise funds. Additionally, 87% (2015 – 94%) of public market
investments are marketable and can be liquidated in a timely manner. These measures
protect the Trust against unforeseen cash requirements such as capital call obligations
and movements in the market that result in losses.

The remaining terms to contractual maturity or repricing dates, whichever dates are earlier, of interest bearing investments, including derivatives, mortgages and repo
agreements are as follows:
2016
Term to maturity			
As at December 31 ($ millions)

Within 1 year

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10 years

Total

Short-term investments
2,221
–
–
–
2,221
Bonds and bank loan notes					
Federal government
–
35
270
887
1,192
Provincial government
–
1
223
2,739
2,963
Corporate
1
97
130
12
240
Real
return
–
–
–
438
438
		
			
		

623

4,076

7,054

Due to brokers and other liabilities								
(24)			 (32) 				 –
Derivative instruments
		
						 55 			
1 				 –
Mortgages related to real estate
					
		
(22)		
(124)			
(229)
Repo and resell agreements
								(790)			
–
			 –

–
–
(83)
–

(56)
56
(458)
(790)

			
TOTAL

2,222

133

(781)

(155)

(229)

(83)

(1,248)

1,441

(22)

394

3,993

5,806

OPTRUST
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2015
Term to maturity			
As at December 31 ($ millions)

Within 1 year

1 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

Over 10 years

Total

Short-term investments
966
–
–
–
Bonds and bank loan notes					
Federal government
–
550
279
322
Provincial government
–
195
455
888
Corporate
–
558
475
288
Real return
–
4
2
462

1,151
1,538
1,321
468

		

966

1,307

1,211

1,960

5,444

Due to brokers and other liabilities
Derivative instruments
Mortgages related to real estate
Repo agreements

(23)
(305)
(117)
(565)

(28)
48
(230)
–

–
4
(276)
–

–
3
(108)
–

(51)
(250)
(731)
(565)

(1,010)

(210)

(272)

(105)

(1,597)

(44)

1,097

939

1,855

3,847

		
TOTAL

OPTrust maintains $130 million (2015 – $130 million) of unsecured credit facilities to
meet potential liquidity requirements primarily for investment purposes. The interest
charged on the drawn portion of the credit facility is 0.75% (2015 – 0.75%). As at
December 31, 2016, the total amount drawn on the credit facilities in the form of
letters of credit was $32 million (2015 – $41 million).
B. SECURITIES LENDING
The Trust participates in a securities lending agreement whereby it lends securities to
approved borrowers. OPTrust secures its exposure through the receipt of security or
cash collateral starting at 102% of the value of the securities lent. All securities lent are
recallable on demand at the option of OPTrust.
Credit risk associated with the borrower is mitigated by requiring the borrower to
provide collateral with market values exceeding the market value of the loaned
securities. Credit risk associated with the reinvestment of cash collateral is mitigated
by the investment policies and practices agreed to with the lending agent, which
emphasize preservation of capital.
As at December 31, 2016, the Trust’s investments included loaned securities with a
fair value of $407 million (2015 – $1,045 million). The fair value of collateral received

966

in respect of these securities on loan was $432 million (2015 – $1,106 million). In 2016,
collateral consisted of securities, while in 2015, collateral consisted of cash collateral of
$24 million and other securities of $1,082 million.

4. Investments
The following schedule presents the fair value of the Trust’s investments categorized
within the fair value hierarchy as described in Note 2 and their cost before allocating the
market exposure related to derivative financial instruments to the asset classes to which
they relate.
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As at December 31 ($ millions)

Level 1

Level 2
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2016					
2015
Level 3

Fair value

Cost

Level 1

Fixed income						
Cash
196
–
–
196
196
494
Short-term investments
–
2,221
–
2,221
2,220
–
Government and corporate bonds					
–
4,034
–
4,034
4,178
–
		Canadian
–
193
–
193
195
–
		Foreign
Real return bonds					
		Canadian
–
438
–
438
302
–
		Foreign
–
–
–
–
–
–
Bank loan notes
–
168
–
168
154
–

Level 2

Level 3

Fair value

Cost

–
966

–
–

494
966

494
964

3,474
380

–
–

3,474
380

462
6
156

–
–
–

462
6
156

327
6
135

3,459		
367

196

7,054

–

7,250

7,245

494

5,444

–

5,938

5,752

Public equity
Canadian
Foreign

483
2,928

		
–
11

–
–

483
2,939

		
330
2,403

1,271
4,205

–
21

–
–

1,271
4,226

1,049
3,228

			

3,411

11

–

3,422

2,733

5,476

21

–

5,497

4,277

Pooled funds
81
314
549
944
889
–
–
1,653
1,653
1,478
Hedge funds
Real estate
–
(465)
3,349
2,884
2,310
Private markets					
Private equity
8
–
1,587
1,595
1,078
Infrastructure
115
–
1,950
2,065
1,711

55
–
(4)

153
–
(731)

39
712
3,592

247
712
2,857

206
564
2,228

16
140

–
–

1,675
2,210

1,691
2,350

1,215
1,692

156

–

3,885

4,041

2,907

Investment-related assets						
Accrued income
36
–
–
36
36
37
Due from brokers
3
3
–
6
6
7
Derivative instruments
–
87
–
87
6
–
Resell agreements
–
3
–
3
3
–

–
27
37
–

–
–
–
–

37
34
37
–

37
34
21
–

			

			

123

–

3,537

3,660

2,789

39

93

–

132

51

44

64

–

108

92

3,850

7,007

9,088

19,945

17,495

6,221

4,951

8,228

19,400

16,026

Investment-related liabilities						
Due to brokers and other liabilities
(48)
(13)
–
(61)
(61)
(27)
Derivative instruments
–
(54)
–
(54)
–
–
Repo agreements
–
(793)
–
(793)
(793)
–
Obligation under securities lending agreements
–
–
–
–
–
(24)

(58)
(329)
(565)
–

–
–
–
–

(85)
(329)
(565)
(24)

(85)
–
(565)
(24)

		
INVESTMENT ASSETS

			
NET INVESTMENTS

(48)

(860)

–

(908)

(854)

(51)

(952)

–

(1,003)

(674)

3,802

6,147

9,088

19,037

16,641

6,170

3,999

8,228

18,397

15,352

OPTRUST
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Balance, beginning of year
Investment income
Realized gains
Unrealized gains/(losses) a
Purchases
Sales
Transfers into/(out of) Level 3b

751
–
12
38
1,527
(126)
–

3,592
125
127
(31)
270
(734)
–

3,885
157
398
(273)
540
(1,170)
–

8,228
282
537
(266)
2,337
(2,030)
–

BALANCE, END OF YEARC

2,202

3,349

3,537

9,088

2015		
				
Hedge and
pooled funds

Real
estate

Balance, beginning of year
Investment income
Realized gains
Unrealized gainsa
Purchases
Sales
Transfers into/(out of) Level 3b

567
–
14
114
163
(107)
–

3,080
90
97
175
594
(444)
–

3,318
150
196
446
355
(449)
(131)

6,965
240
307
735
1,112
(1,000)
(131)

BALANCE, END OF YEAR C

751

3,592

3,885

8,228

		
For the year
		

ended December 31 ($ millions)

Private
markets

				

Total

a Unrealized gains/(losses) are attributable to investments held at December 31, 2016 and December 31, 2015.
b	Transfers into/(out of ) Level 3 are assumed to occur at the end of the year. The transfer out of Level 3 for the
year ended December 31, 2015 is due to a reclassification of infrastructure and private equity investments that
became publicly traded.
c	There were no settlements of Level 3 financial instruments for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015.

Sensitivity to changes in assumptions
Sensitivity information is available for direct investments in real estate and certain private
equity and infrastructure, and is presented in the table below. The fair value of certain
fund investments where OPTrust does not have access to the underlying investment
information is based on the value provided by the external manager, and therefore, no
other reasonably possible alternative assumptions could be applied.

Key factor

Fair value

Capitalization ratea
Interest rate
Discount rateb
Discount rateb

1,374
465
696
52

As at December 31, 2016 ($ millions)

Real estate
								
Mortgages related to real estate
2016		
				
				
Infrastructure
		
Hedge and
Real
Private
Private
equity
For the year ended December 31 ($ millions)
pooled funds
estate
markets
Total

N O T E S T O T H E F I N A N C I A L S TAT E M E N T S
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+0.25%

(53)
(6)
(23)
(2)

|

-0.25%

58
6
24
2

a A rate of return to derive the value of an investment property based on its expected income stream.		
b The interest rate used in a discounted cash flow analysis to determine the present value of future cash flows.		

A. SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENTS
As at December 31, the Trust held certain investments having a fair value or cost
exceeding 1% of the fair value or cost of net investment assets.
			
2016			
2015
As at December 31 ($ millions)

Fixed income
Pooled fund
Hedge fund
Private markets

Number of
investments

9
1
2
4

Fair		
Number of
value
Cost
investments

Fair		
value
Cost

1,950
510
869
1,399

443
–
–
1,817

1,854
500
831
1,174

2
–
–
6

307
–
–
1,257

The investments where the individual issue has a cost or fair value exceeding 1% of the
cost or fair value of net investment assets were comprised of one or more holdings of
the following:
Fixed income:
Government of Canada, Government of Ontario
Pooled fund:
Aviva Investors Multi-Strategy Target Return Private Pooled
Hedge fund:
AQR Offshore Multi-Strategy Fund XVIII LP, Bridgewater Pure Alpha Major Markets, Ltd.
Private markets:
Globalvia Infraestructuras, S.A., Kemble Water Holdings Limited, Firelight Infrastructure
Partners L.P. and Harvest Pipeline Company
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5.
Net Investment Income
2016			2015
			
			
Net			Net

		
Net gain/
investment		
Net gain/
Investment
(loss) on
income/
Investment
(loss) on
For the years ended December 31 ($ millions)
income
investmentsa
(loss)b
income
investmentsa

Fixed income			
Cash and short-term investments
9
(3)
6
Government and corporate bonds			
Canadian
110
(104)
6
Foreign
14
(6)
8
Real return bonds			
Canadian
10
1
11
Foreign
–
(1)
(1)
7
1
8
Bank loans notes

investment
income/
(loss)

8

23

31

83
19

(4)
19

79
38

10
–
8

2
–
22

12
–
30

150

(112)

38

128

62

190

Public equity		
24
Canadian
Foreign
79

128
75

152
154

40
88

(74)
549

(34)
637

103

203

306

128

475

603

–
–
125

21
33
96

21
33
221

7
–
111

12
133
272

19
133
383

37
126

186
(66)

223
60

15
129

382
260

397
389

163

120

283

144

642

786

–

223

223

–

(613)

(613)

541

584

1,125

518

983

1,501

Pooled funds
Hedge funds
Real estate
Private markets
Private equity
Infrastructure

Derivative instruments

Investment management expenses		
External manager fees and other 			
Transaction fees			

(34)		
(9)

(109)
(17)

			
(43)			

(126)

NET INVESTMENT INCOME			
1,082 			

1,375

a Includes realized gain of $1,233 million and unrealized loss of $649 million in 2016 and realized gain of $623 million and unrealized gain of $360 million in 2015.
b For the 2016 presentation only, certain investment-related disbursements of $48 million have been netted against net investment income/(loss).
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6. Pension Obligations
A. FINANCIAL STATEMENT VALUATION
OPTrust annually reviews the actuarial assumptions used in the financial statement
valuation to ensure that they reflect management’s best estimate of expected trends.
The key economic assumptions used for the valuation are as follows:
As at December 31

Inflation rate
Discount rate (real)
Discount rate (nominal)
Salary increases (nominal)

2016

2015

2.00%
3.75%
5.75%
(1.4% for 2017 and
2.75% thereafter)

2.00%
3.75%
5.75%
(0% for 2016, 1.4% for
2017 and 2.75% thereafter)

Experience (loss)/gains of ($40) million (2015 – $329 million) on the Plan’s pension
obligations are due to differences between actuarial experience and assumptions.
There were no changes to the economic and demographic assumptions as at
December 31, 2016. The loss due to changes in economic assumptions was $649
million in 2015.
Salary increases reflect the agreement between the Government of Ontario and
OPSEU for general wage increases going forward.
The annual valuation nominal discount rate remained at 5.75% as at December 31,
2016.
B. FUNDING VALUATION
The funding valuation is based on the modified aggregate method. This method
considers a time horizon that includes accumulation of benefits and receipt of
contributions in respect of current members in future periods. Generally, the actuarial
assumptions used to determine the pension obligations for funding purposes are
more conservative than those used for the financial statement valuation. The funding
valuation is used to identify gains or losses, which are allocated equally between
members and the Government of Ontario. Gains are allocated at the discretion of the
sponsors to fund benefit improvements, reduce contributions, or reduce any existing
funding deficiencies. Funding deficiencies resulting from losses are funded over a
maximum of 15 years from increased contributions. Pension obligations are valued
using economic assumptions developed by reference to long-term market conditions.

In accordance with the Pension Benefits Act and the Income Tax Act and regulations,
an actuarial valuation for funding purposes is required to be filed at least every three
years to estimate the Plan’s gains or losses, and to determine the Plan’s funding
requirements. In 2017, OPTrust is expected to file the Plan’s December 31, 2016
funding valuation, as prepared by Towers Watson Canada Inc., with the regulator
showing that it is fully funded, and the next funding valuation will not be required
to be filed until December 31, 2019.

7. Capital
OPTrust is not under regulatory requirements as it relates to capital. OPTrust defines
capital as the funded position of the Plan, whether in surplus or deficit. Surplus is
generated during periods of strong economic performance and drawn down during
periods of poor economic performance in order to maintain the Trust’s capacity to
pay its pension obligations without unduly affecting contribution levels. The surplus
was $1,729 million as of December 31, 2016 (2015 – $1,643 million).
The objective of managing capital is to ensure the Plan is fully funded to pay the
plan benefits over the long term. A funding valuation is used to manage capital
by identifying gains or losses as described in Note 6. OPTrust prudently manages
its investments to satisfy its long-term funding requirement in accordance with
its Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures (SIP&P) and other policies and
guidelines. The SIP&P was established in 1995 and was last amended in 2016 to
accommodate the new member-driven investing strategy.
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8. Contributions
For the years ended December 31 ($ millions)

10. Administrative Expenses
2016

2015

(a) Investment administrative expensesa
For the years ended December 31 ($ millions)

Members		
229
229
Current servicea
Administration
Prior service
16
15
Professional and consulting services
14
13
Long-term income protectionb
Custodial fees
259

257

TOTAL INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Employers		
Current service
229
229
(b) Pension administrative expensesa
Prior service
7
7
For the years ended December 31 ($ millions)
14
13
Long-term income protection
Administration
250
249
Professional and consulting services
Transfers from other plans
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS
a
b

20

16

529

522

All contributions paid by members for current service are required contributions.
The employer pays member contributions for long-term income protection.

As at December 31, 2016, employers’ and members’ contributions receivable were in
the amount of $33 million (2015 – $32 million) and $20 million (2015 – $19 million),
respectively. OPTrust has a reconciliation process which reconciles contributions for
each employer on a member-by-member basis. This detailed process ensures that
contributions are consistent with member information supplied by the employers.

9. Benefit Payments

TOTAL PENSION ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

2016

2015

39
4
2

57
5
2

45

64

2016

2015

19
1

17
1

20

18

Total professional and consulting services include external audit expense of $268 thousand in 2016 (2015 – $268
thousand) and actuarial expense of $420 thousand in 2016 (2015 – $440 thousand).
a Includes allocations of corporate expenses.

11. Guarantees, Commitments and Contingencies
In the normal course of business, OPTrust may, from time to time, provide guarantees
to various counterparties and enter into commitments which may be considered
material within the context of the Trust. The Trust has committed to fund certain
investments over the next several years in accordance with the terms and conditions
agreed to. As at December 31, 2016, these commitments totalled $2,287 million (2015
– $2,817 million).

2016

2015

As at December 31, 2016, OPTrust’s lease commitments for premises totalled $16
million (2015 – $20 million).

Retirement pensions
Transfers to Public Service Pension Plan
Transfers to other plans
Refunds, commuted value transfers and deaths

740
80
8
72

691
99
35
72

OPTrust indemnifies its Trustees and staff against certain claims that may be made
against them to the extent that these individuals are not covered under other
arrangements. There are no guarantees that might be considered material and
outstanding as at December 31, 2016 and December 31, 2015.

TOTAL BENEFIT PAYMENTS

900

897

As at December 31, 2016, OPTrust was involved in litigation and claims which arise
in the normal course of business. The outcome of such litigation and claims are often
inherently difficult to predict. Any liability that may arise from these litigations have
been recognized as appropriate or have been determined to have an immaterial
impact on the financial statements.

For the years ended December 31 ($ millions)

OPTRUST
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12. Related Party Disclosures

13. Key Management Personnel Compensation

OPTrust, in the normal course of business, purchased bonds at the prevailing market
prices that were issued by the Province of Ontario, a joint sponsor of the Plan and
whose employees are members of the Plan. The fair market value of the bonds as at
December 31, 2016, was $1,313 million (2015 – $889 million). Earned income recorded
on the bonds amounted to $35 million for the year-ended December 31, 2016 (2015 –
$30 million).

Key management personnel consist of senior executives at OPTrust having authority
and responsibility for planning and directing the activities of the Trust. The aggregate
key management personnel compensation is shown below:

The Trustees of the Plan do not receive compensation from OPTrust. Reimbursement
for Trustee-related incidental expenses and education received by Trustees totalled
$58 thousand in 2016 (2015 – $70 thousand). The Trustees appointed by the Province
of Ontario receive $200 per meeting that they attend and are paid directly by the
Province. Trustees appointed by OPSEU are compensated by the union for any loss of
regular income as a result of time spent fulfilling their duties as a member of the Board.

For the years ended December 31 ($ thousands)

2016

2015

3,497

2,198

Post-employment benefits

149

136

Other long-term benefits

799

393

–

873

4,445

3,600

Salaries and short-term employee benefits

Termination benefits
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Ten-Year Financial Review
As at December 31 ($ millions)

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010*

2009

2008

2007

1,037

1,311

1,818

1,615

1,237

578

1,530

1,348

(2,435)

659

(391)

(393)

(289)

(368)

(235)

(192)

(202)

(346)

(179)

(197)

646

918

1,529

1,247

1,002

386

1,328

1,002

(2,614)

462

CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
Changes due to investment activities
Changes due to pension activities

INCREASE/DECREASE IN NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS
Investments
Cash and short-term investments

2,417

1,460

2,750

2,275

2,251

2,296

1,395

2,149

3,251

3,165

Government and corporate bonds and debentures

4,227

3,854

2,001

1,629

1,887

2,201

2,282

2,242

2,405

2,782

Real return bonds

438

468

446

577

1,177

1,495

1,280

1,179

1,234

1,257

Bank loan notes

168

156

145

90

–

–

–

–

–

–

944

247

200

291

126

–

170

156

60

79

Public equity – Canadian and foreign

3,422

5,497

5,738

5,749

4,664

4,213

5,731

5,051

3,976

7,038

Hedge funds

1,653

712

532

165

–

–

–

–

–

–

Real estate

2,884

2,857

2,394

2,167

2,148

1,802

1,419

1,582

1,521

1,201

Private markets

3,660

4,041

3,339

3,131

2,460

1,516

1,079

862

686

466

132

108

154

151

149

265

142

131

231

76

19,945

19,400

17,699

16,225

14,862

13,788

13,498

13,352

13,364

16,064

53

51

52

58

56

50

44

39

39

40

4

5

4

5

5

6

2

2

3

3

20,002

19,456

17,755

16,288

14,923

13,844

13,544

13,393

13,406

16,107

(49)

(54)

(78)

(69)

(64)

(64)

(57)

(79)

(41)

(32)

Investment-related liabilities

(908)

(1,003)

(196)

(267)

(154)

(77)

(170)

(1,325)

(2,378)

(2,474)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

(957)

(1,057)

(274)

(336)

(218)

(141)

(227)

(1,404)

(2,419)

(2,506)

Pooled funds

Investment-related assets

Contributions receivable
Other assets

TOTAL ASSETS
Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued charges

NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS

19,045

18,399

17,481

15,952

14,705

13,703

13,317

11,989

10,987

13,601

Pension obligations

17,316

16,756

15,937

14,958

14,189

13,499

12,923

12,313

11,631

11,114

–

(1,523)

(2,428)

565

394

1,199

1,784

1,922

Actuarial
asset value adjustment
–
–
–
–
–
–
		

SURPLUS

1,729

1,643

1,544

994

516

204

* Starting with 2010, amounts are presented in accordance with Chartered Professional Accountants (CPA) Canada Handbook Section 4600-Pension Plans and IFRS.								
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